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 Life originated on early Earth, despite harsh, highly reducing conditions. Life may have 
also emerged on early Mars, when conditions on the two planets were similar (i.e. before 
atmosphere loss and desiccation). NASA’s 2020 Mars rover mission aims to identify 
biosignatures (i.e. evidence of life) in early Martian deposits. Potential exploration sites include 
extinct hydrothermal springs, due to their high habitability and preservation potential. This study 
aims to better understand biosignature preservation in hydrothermal systems analogous to those 
on early Mars (i.e. reducing and Fe-rich). 
 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are highly reactive molecules formed primarily by 
photochemical reactions. ROS are widespread, shape aquatic redox chemistry, and control 
biogeochemical cycles with redox-sensitive elements (Fe, S, O, and C). Of interest to this study, 
ROS can oxidize Fe2+ to Fe3+, which can adsorb or bind to negatively charged cell membranes. 
Rapid Fe3+-binding (i.e. entombment) can preserve complex organic molecules, or biomarkers. 
Recent studies have found that entombment by Fe3+, specifically, is key in biomarker 
preservation. In reducing systems, ROS are the primary oxidants and, thereby, determine Fe-
oxidation rates and preservation potential. ROS formation is typically controlled by photo-
reactions with dissolved organic carbon. However, Fe redox reactions more likely control ROS 
formation in these Fe-rich systems. Field and laboratory experiments were conducted at YSNP in 
relevant water compositions to better understand controls on ROS cycling.  
In-situ H2O2 cycles observed in these hydrothermal waters were comparable to other 
higher-temperature systems. Reactions with reduced metals from hydrothermal source waters 
were responsible for constant, “baseline” ROS production. Reaction rates varied based on 
particle size (particulate or soluble matter) and water composition. Fe speciation (photochemical 
reactivity), concentration, and solubility further determined ROS formation and decay rates. 
Specifically, photochemically active metal species enhanced both ROS formation and decay 
rates, depending on incident UV irradiance, and rates increased along with Fe concentration and 
solubility (i.e. acidic conditions). Low O2 conditions slowed H2O2 decay, allowing H2O2 to 
accumulate. Hydrothermal reactants appear to produce more H2O2 per O2- molecule compared to 
other water compositions. Findings can improve our understanding of ROS as they relate to Fe 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Biomarkers can be preserved via rapid entombment by minerals precipitated from 
solution (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). Hydrothermal systems exhibit high preservation 
potentials as they contain ample dissolved minerals (Konhauser and Ferris, 1996). Entombment 
by iron (Fe) is understudied relative to silica (Si) because Fe-rich systems were previously 
believed to be incapable of preservation. In oxidizing conditions, Fe can oxidize (and destroy) 
organic matter (Klein, 2005). However, recent studies have shown that under the right chemical 
conditions, Fe may actually enhance biomarker preservation compared to Si alone (Parenteau et 
al., 2014 and references therein). Fe3+ cations can adhere to negatively charged cell surfaces, 
which protects cell membranes from decay. Then, Fe3+ hydroxides can then become isolated 
from their environment by the co-precipitation of monomeric silica (dominant Si species at low 
pH), which further isolates Fe. If this process occurs rapidly, organic molecules can become 
preserved within a Fe and Si crust.  
Early Mars was potentially hospitable with a comparable UV flux to that of early Earth, 
(Cockell et al., 2000). Volcanic hydrothermal systems were widespread on Mars from 4.1-3.7 Ga 
(Ruff and Farmer, 2016; Baratoux et al., 2011; Ruff et al., 2011). These hydrothermal systems 
were likely acidic, and Fe-rich because Fe is the most abundant crustal element on Mars after Si 
and O (Cockell et al., 2000). So, life could have developed on early Mars around the same time it 
did on Earth. It is well accepted that microbial life most likely originated in terrestrial 
hydrothermal systems on Earth (Kranendonk et al., 2018). Therefore, if life developed, it was 
most likely in these metal-rich hydrothermal systems. So, from an astrobiological standpoint, hot 
springs are important because they have both high habitability and preservation potentials. 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are ubiquitous in the hydrosphere, biosphere, and 
atmosphere. They shape aquatic redox chemistry and the speciation, or oxidation state, of 
biologically important metals and nonmetals (Fe, Cu, As, Mn, S, etc.). Thereby, ROS also 
influence microbial ecology and metabolic strategies (Mesle et al., 2017; Parenteau et al., 2014; 
McKnight et al., 1988; Wilson et al., 2000a; Moffett and Zika, 1987). Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
can serve as a proxy for other ROS, including the hydroxyl (HO), hydroperoxyl (HO2), and 
superoxide (O2) radicals. H2O2 is rapidly produced when ROS are abundant and degraded when 
ROS are limited. Its relatively long half-life makes H2O2 easier to measure compared to other 
ROS. Consequently, H2O2 has been measured in marine, fluvial, lacustrine, and geothermal 
surface waters, groundwater, and atmospheric waters (Cooper et al., 2000, Scott et al., 2003, 
Scully et al., 1996, Wilson et al., 2000a, Holm et al., 1987, and He et al., 2010 respectively). 
However, in-situ measurements of other ROS are rare.  
Wilson et al. (2000a) showed that high incident UV irradiance leads to rapid production 
of ROS, which are strong oxidants that promote Fe precipitation. Other controls on ROS 
formation include mixing, depth and clarity of the water column, temperature, pH, organic 
matter, and water composition. In most natural waters, H2O2 is formed by excitation of DOC by 
UV radiation (Cooper et al., 1994; Scully et al., 1996). However, in Fe-rich hydrothermal 
systems, ROS formation is more likely controlled by Fe speciation (Wilson et al., 2000a). So, 
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different water chemistries should facilitate different H2O2 formation rates. I plan to examine the 
inorganic chemical factors that control the maximum rate of photochemical H2O2 formation in 
hydrothermal systems by examining several different hydrothermal water types found in 
Yellowstone National Park.  
Biosignature Preservation and Controls 
 Biosignatures preserve evidence of microbial life in the rock record under appropriate 
conditions. A biosignature is any substance whose presence requires a biologic origin. According 
to NASA’s Astrobiology strategy, in order for a biosignature to occur, an environment needs to 
be habitable, life must be present, and the potential for preservation must have been reasonably 
high (Des Marais et al., 2015). On Mars, biosignatures are expected to be micro-scale chemical 
signatures, stable isotopic patterns, complex organic compounds (i.e. extracellular polymeric 
substances (EPS)), or biotic morphologic structures like microtextures, films, and laminae (Des 
Marais et al., 2015). These can be preserved by various mechanisms, including authigenic 
preservation, permineralization, and entombment.  
 The biogenicity of morphologic structures is difficult to prove, especially over geologic 
timescales. Abiotic processes can closely mimic many biogenic morphologic structures.  
Over time, diagenesis overprints these structures and permineralization replaces chemical 
signatures, obscuring their origins (de Wet and Davis et al., 2010). For example, nodular and 
digitate sinter deposits that are composed of opaline silica (SiO2 · nH2O) were found in the Gusev 
Crater, Mars (Ruff et al., 2011). Upon closer examination, Ruff and Farmer (2016) found that 
these complex structures closely mirror structures in hydrothermal runoff channels of El Tatio, 
Chile. While these modern hydrothermal structures in Chile were determined to be of biogenic 
origin (created by abundant biofilms in the area), biogenicity of the analogous Martian structures 
cannot be proven beyond reasonable doubt.  
 In the ancient rock record, it becomes imperative to identify organic chemical and 
molecular indicators (i.e. biomarkers), such as EPS, to verify biogenicity. Such biomarkers can 
be preserved by rapid entombment by Fe oxyhydroxides (Parenteau et al., 2014), as well as by 
carbonate (e.g., Melim et al., 2016) or opal (e.g., Alleon et al., 2016). This preservation must 
occur without replacement original organic matter (Jorge-Villar et al. 2007). EPS are complex 
organic compounds that are found in abundance around biofilms, meaning they are far more 
likely to be preserved in the rock record than individual cells. EPS are actively secreted from 
cells during growth, metabolic turnover, and cell lysis (Wingender et al., 1999). So, biofilm 
preservation potential is particularly high in environments where cell destruction and turnover 
rates are high (de Wet and Davis, 2010). For example, hydrothermal systems experience ample 
environmental and chemical stressors (i.e. UV, temperature, pH), but also contain ample 
dissolved minerals required for cell growth and repair (Kranendonk et al., 2018). 
  Fe entombment is of particular interest as a preservation mechanism of early Martian 
biomarkers because Fe was likely concentrated in ancient hydrothermal systems (e.g. Ruff and 
Farmer, 2016). In surface waters, Fe entombment begins with oxidation of reduced, ferrous iron 
(Fe2+). Fe2+ is the dominant Fe species in the absence of oxygen. It can also be produced through 
photo- or microbial reduction of oxidized, ferric iron (Fe3+) or solid Fe compounds. Molecular 
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oxygen and/or ROS rapidly oxidize Fe2+ to produce insoluble Fe3+, Fe hydroxides, and H2O2. 
This reaction is a critical step in Fe entombment that proceeds quickly when ROS are abundant. 
Then, insoluble Fe3+ solids adsorb on negatively charged EPS and microbial cell surfaces, from 
which Fe can nucleate and precipitate. Overtime particles entomb the cell, resulting in cell death 
and early preservation (Konhauser, 2007; Parenteau et al., 2014) (Figure 1). Original Fe3+ solids 
are often unstable hydroxides, which later undergo diagenetic modification into more crystalline 
(i.e. stable) Fe forms like goethite (FeO(OH)) or hematite (Fe2O3). However, when Si is present 
it often binds to these positively charged Fe hydroxides, which is advantageous for preservation. 
Si species fill in unsaturated surface coordination sites, which stabilize Fe hydroxides by 
isolating them from external reactions. This lowers the chances that Fe hydroxides will undergo 
diagenetic dehydration and ion rearrangement or re-precipitation reactions to more stable Fe 
oxide species (Konhauser, 2007; Parenteau et al., 2014).  
 Photo-production of ROS promotes Fe entombment, but intense UV radiation and 
resulting oxidative stress also degrade organic matter. Generally, stressful conditions decay 
organics at a faster rate (Alleon et al., 2016). However, as previously mentioned, cells tend to 
produce ample EPS for protection from these stressful conditions. If Fe entombment rates are 
sufficiently rapid, organic compounds in EPS either attached or detached from the cell, can 
become incorporated into Fe precipitates during mineral growth and be preserved (Konhauser, 
2007). So, rapid Fe oxidation can preserve organics prior to destruction by oxidative stress and 
photolysis. Fe-oxidizing bacteria can augment preservation by actively precipitating or binding 
Fe onto cell walls, sometimes for use as a UV shield (Konhauser et al., 2011). 
 The earliest life forms on Earth were likely (hyper)thermophiles that used Fe-reducing 
metabolisms in terrestrial hydrothermal environments (Vargas et al., 1998). Today, Fe-reducing 
(Templeton, 2011) and -oxidizing (Konhauser et al., 2011) microorganisms are common in 
acidic environments, including the acidic hydrothermal waters of Yellowstone National Park 
(Templeton, 2011). If life did arise on Mars, it is possible that it developed in similar conditions 
and used similar metabolisms as early Earth-life. These Fe-metabolizing, chemolithoautotrophs 
could have survived on Mars through aqueous oxidative-dissolution reactions with Fe-silicates 
(Templeton, 2011). Conditions on Mars were ideal for Fe metabolism evolution with abundant 
Fe, a reducing atmosphere, and abundant ROS produced by the intense UV flux (Cockell et al., 
2000). Consequently, acid-sulfate-chloride (ASCl) springs at Yellowstone National Park likely 
provide a relevant analog for past Fe-based microbial habitats on early Mars. 
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Figure 1: Idealized Fe Entombment Schematic. 1) UV photoreduces ferric iron (Fe3+) 2) ferrous iron 
(Fe2+) reacts with oxygen or ROS to form insoluble Fe3+and H2O2  3) Fe3+ solids get deposited onto cell 4) Fe3+ 
oxides rapidly entomb organic matter 
Hydrogen Peroxide Formation Mechanisms in Surface Waters 
Photoreactions with DOC  
 The majority of H2O2 is formed by photochemical reactions in surface waters (Cooper et 
al., 2000 and 1994; Scully et al., 1996). The primary photochemical reaction responsible for 
H2O2 production is likely the interaction of photoreactive DOC with UV radiation (280-400nm) 
(equation 1) (Cooper et al., 1994).  
DOC + hv → DOC *                           (1a) Photoactive DOC absorbs light, e- is transferred 
from ground to excited state 
DOC* + O2 → DOC+ + O2 (1b) An e- is transferred to molecular oxygen, forming 
superoxide radical ion (O2). 
O2 + H+ → HO2     (1c) Pronation 
2 HO2 → H2O2 + O2 (1d) Disproportionation of superoxide ion and 
conjugate, hydroperoxyl radical (HO2) forms 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). 
Microbial Formation 
Minor amounts of H2O2 are also formed as a byproduct of microbial processes (equations 
2-4). Concentrations produced by this mechanism are low relative to photochemical production 
(Moffett and Zafiriou, 1990). This mechanism can be significant in dark conditions with 
abundant biomass. 
L-amino acid + O2 →  ketoacid + H2O2 + NH4+    (2) nutrient acquisition  
O2 + 2 e- + 2 H+ → H2O2           (3) incomplete aerobic respiration 
H2O → H2O2 + 2 e- + 2 H+                                         (4) photosynthesis (occurs at temperatures <75°C) 
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Metal Redox Formation Reactions 
 Metal redox reactions (equations 5-7) are considered a minor source of H2O2 in surface 
waters (Cooper et al., 2000; Moffett and Zafiriou, 1990). While this may hold true in waters with 
variable DOC and low metal concentrations, it is likely that metal redox cycling is a significant 
source of H2O2 in metal-rich waters. Preliminary work shows that H2O2 production rates in 
metal-rich environments vary with pH and transition metal concentrations (Fe, Mn, and Cu) 
(Wilson et al., 2000a; Zuo and Hoigne 1992).  
 The hydroperoxyl radical (HO2) is dominant in waters <4.8 pH, whereas superoxide 
(O2) is dominant in waters >4.8 pH. HO2 is 2-3 times more reactive with Fe2+ and is more likely 
to produce H2O2 upon reaction, while O2 is more likely to produce oxygen (Zuo and Hoigne, 
1992). So, metal redox reactions should produce more H2O2 below pH 4.8.  
Reactions with reduced metal (pH<4.8): 
Fe3+ – DOC + hv → Fe2+ + DOC +*  (5a) Photoreduction promotes the transfer of an e- 
from DOC to the metal (Fe, Mn, or Cu) 
Fe2+ + O2 → Fe3+ + O2 (5b) An e
- is transferred to molecular oxygen from the 
reduced metal 
H+  + HO2 + Fe2+ → H2O2  + Fe3+ (5c) Reduced metal reacts with hydroperoxyl radical 
to form hydrogen peroxide and regenerates an 
oxidized metal ion 
**at pH >4.8, superoxide is the intermediate in 5c instead of hydroperoxyl radical and 2 H+ ions are 
produced instead of 1. 
Disproportionation (pH<4.8): 
Fe3+ – DOC + hv → Fe2+ + DOC +*                    (6a) Photoreduction promotes the transfer of an e- 
from DOC to metal 
DOC*  + O2 → DOC+ + O2                           (6b) an electron is transferred to oxygen from excited 
DOC 
H+  + HO2 + Fe2+ → H2O2  + Fe3+  (6c) Reduced metal reacts with hydroperoxyl radical 
to form hydrogen peroxide and an oxidized metal ion 
**at pH >4.8, the reaction is the similar except superoxide is the intermediate in 6c instead of 
hydroperoxyl radical and 2 H+ ions are produced instead of 1. 
Photohydrolysis of Fe3+ in the absence of oxygen: 
H+ + Fe-OOH + hv → Fe3+ + H2O2      (7) anoxic reaction  
Non-Photochemical Formation Pathways 
Dark H2O2 production is ubiquitous in natural waters (Zepp et al. 1987; Marsico et al., 
2015), but mechanisms remain controversial. Marsico et al. (2015) and Dixon et al. (2013) 
attributed dark production to undefined biologic mechanisms, but neither study convincingly 
correlated H2O2 variability to microbial abundance. Supplementary geochemical data from 
Marsico et al. (2015) showed strong correlation between dark H2O2 formation and Fe in a 
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Colorado freshwater stream with high Fe (~0.8-2 mg/L Fe, pH 8.6). However, biologic H2O2 
production was their primary focus, so this strong correlation was not discussed further. Yuan et 
al. (2017), however, determined that H2O2 is produced by non-photochemical, metal-mediated 
oxidation of natural organic matter and metal species. This pathway can be a significant source 
(up to 54 nM reported) in groundwater-sourced systems with fluctuating redox conditions (Yuan 
et al., 2017), such as geothermal springs. 
Hydrogen Peroxide Decay Pathways in Surface Waters 
Photodecomposition 
Photodecomposition, or photodecay, is an insignificant H2O2 sink in surface waters. 




 2 H2O + O2    (8) 
Microbial Decay 
Biologic enzymes, as well as mixing mediated decay, are major H2O2 sinks in low light 
and dark conditions, and therefore control H2O2 concentrations in the water column as a whole 
(Cooper et al., 1994; Moffett and Zafiriou, 1990). Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is an enzyme 
produced as a by-product of oxygen metabolism to regulate ROS concentrations. SOD catalyzes 
the dismutation of the superoxide radical (O2) into molecular oxygen and H2O2 (equation 9) 
(Fridovich, 1975). Without SOD, O2 may impose oxidative stress on microorganisms, and is 
reduced through various other, poorly defined pathways, likely dependent on water chemistry. 
These pathways can include metal redox reactions that produce (equations 5 and 6) and/or decay 
H2O2 (equation 12), as well as reactions with DOC (equation 1) and uncatalyzed dismutation 
(uncatalyzed equation 9). In some cases, SOD increases overall H2O2 concentrations. For 
example, Cooper and Zika (1983) found that low quantities of SOD (13 mg/L) added to 
irradiated groundwater increased the H2O2 yield. However, SOD can also decrease H2O2 yield. 
For example, CuZn-SOD decreased in-vivo H2O2 concentrations (Teixeira et al., 1998). Liochev 
and Fridovich (1994) explain that SOD can interfere with more efficient, H2O2-forming 
reactions, in which case overall H2O2 concentrations are expected to decrease. In waters <4.8 pH, 
the effects of SOD are muted, as its reaction rate slows (Klug et al., 1972) and hydroperoxyl is 
the dominant oxygen radical (Zuo and Hoigne, 1992).  
2 O2 + 2 H+ 
 !"# 
 H2O2 + O2       (9) SOD catalyzes this dismutation reaction    
         (Fridovich, 1975) 
 Some active bacteria and small algae (0.2-1.0 μm) produce catalase and peroxidase 
enzymes as by-products of cell division and aerobic respiration, but most importantly for 
catabolism of H2O2 (Brioukhanov et al., 2006). Catalase is responsible for 65-85% of H2O2 decay 
and peroxidase 20-35% in marine surface waters (equations 10 and 11) (Moffett and Zafiriou, 
1990). Catalase is important to cellular persistence as it can increase cellular tolerance to H2O2, 
but not necessarily oxygen (Jennings et al., 2014). Essentially all aerobic, and some anaerobic, 
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organisms release catalase in a wide range of pH (EC 1.11.1.6) and temperature conditions 
(Toner et al., 2000).  
2 H2O2 
 !"#"$"%& 
 2 H2O + O2  (10) 
H2O2 + 2H+ 
 !"#$%&'()" 
 2 H2O       (11)  
Fenton and Haber Weiss Reactions (Metal Redox Decay Reactions) 
Both Fe2+ and Fe3+ are capable of undergoing catalytic processes to degrade H2O2. When 
Fe2+ is present, the Fenton reaction (equation 12a) decays H2O2, and when Fe3+ is present, the 
Haber-Weiss mechanism (equation 12d) is involved as well. Fe2+ reacts more readily with H2O2 
than Fe3+, so the Haber-Weiss reaction is insignificant in most cases (Zuo and Hoigne, 1992). 
Fenton decay is thought to be minimal in most natural waters, but it likely has a major role in 
metal rich waters (Zuo and Hoigne, 1992).  
Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + HO  + OH-  (12a) Fenton reaction: reduction of hydrogen peroxide  
      by ferrous iron 
Fe2+ + HO → Fe3+ + OH-   (12b) 
Fe3+ + HO2→ Fe2+ + O2   (12c) 
O2 + H2O2 
 !" 
 O2 + HO  + OH-             (12d) Haber Weiss reaction (sum 12a and 12c) (Liochev  
      and Fridovich, 2002) 
Fe3+ + H2O2 → Fe2+ + HO2+ H+   (12e) Haber Weiss reaction alternative notation (Zuo  
      and Hoigne, 1992) 
Spontaneous Decay 
 H2O2 decay also occurs spontaneously, through uncatalyzed reactions in aqueous 
solutions (equation 13). H2O2 is more stable in acidic solutions, other factors held constant. 
2 H2O2 → 2 H2O + O2 (g)  (13)  
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Figure 2: Simplified hydrogen peroxide formation and decay pathways 
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Other Considerations in Hydrogen Peroxide Distribution in Hydrothermal Systems 
Other factors that affect H2O2 concentrations include depth and clarity of the water 
column, mixing rates, weather, temperature, pH, and water composition. H2O2 is largely 
produced by photochemical reactions in surface waters, while concentrations at depth depend on 
UV attenuation in the water column and mixing. In shallow channels, mixing is certainly 
sufficient to homogenize H2O2 concentrations throughout the water column. In deeper waters, 
however, UV attenuation depends on the solar spectra and water quality. UVA penetrates deeper 
than UVB radiation, so it is likely responsible for H2O2 formation at depth in clear water (Scully 
et al., 1996). However, dissolved solids and particulate matter enhance UV attenuation (Brown, 
1984). So, in turbid waters, H2O2 concentrations at depth depend largely on mixing (Zika et al., 
1985).  
Thermal convection is the primary mixing mechanism in geothermal waters (Guidry and 
Chafetz, 2003). Hot water emerges from the geothermal vent and rises to the surface where it 
generates H2O2. At the surface, waters cool and subsequently sink. This thermal mixing 
redistributes H2O2 more evenly throughout the water column, altering its vertical distribution 
(Cooper et al., 1994). On calm, sunny days, H2O2 is concentrated in surface waters and quickly 
attenuates with depth. Cool air temperatures and wind can accelerate surface water-cooling and 
enhance convection, thereby enhancing thermal mixing rates. Cooper et al. (1994) found that 
wind-induced mixing decreases surface H2O2 concentrations but does not effect net H2O2 
production. Clouds, however, diminish local UV radiation and decrease both surface and net 
production (Figure 3). Although Cooper et al. (1994) studied H2O2 distribution in Sharpes Bay, 
Canada, the surface H2O2 and weather trends reported are consistent with those observed in this 
study. It is important to note that vertical H2O2 profiles have not been measured in geothermal 
waters.  
 Temperature also affects H2O2 formation. However, temperature has a lesser impact on 
photochemical reactions than classic thermal reactions with a maximum temperature coefficient 
increase of 10% for every 10°C (Gladstone, 1962; Collienne, 1983). Fe cycling is faster in acidic 
waters (Collienne, 1983; Lowson, 1982) with high Fe concentrations (Zuo and Hoigne, 1992; 
Scully et al., 1996). However, below pH 4 both Fe oxidation (Stumm and Morgan, 1981; 
Lowson, 1982) and reduction (Collienne, 1983) proceed independently of pH. Other 
considerations include the absorbance spectra and abundance of colored dissolved organic matter 





Figure 3: Hydrogen peroxide vertical profile measured in Sharpes Bay, Ontario Canada. Wind 
alone decreases surface concentrations, but does not affect net production, while clouds can decrease both 
surface and net production rates. (Figure from Cooper et al., 1994)ave 
Study Area 
 Yellowstone National Park (YNP), WY is on a volcanic plateau along a region of crustal 
extension where active volcanism over the past 2.2 Ma is marked by three caldera-forming 
eruptions (Christiansen, 1984). Meteoric source waters from mountains northwest of the park 
travel through the subsurface along a complex system of fractures and faults into the 
Yellowstone caldera. During subsurface transport, the shallow magma chamber heats ground 
waters. The heated water travels through the bedrock, dissolving silica (Si), metals, and salts, and 
eventually migrates up conduits to emerge in areas of crustal weakness as hydrothermal features 
(Fournier, 1989). These waters have variable compositions that change over time depending on 
temperature, lithology of contacted bedrock, fluid pressure gradients, and mixing between water 
types, among other factors.  
 Hot springs of interest consist of a vent, a pool, and run-off channels. Vents are the 
primary source of heat and dissolved ions. Mixing is driven by both thermal convection and 
turbulence (Guidry and Chafetz, 2003). Waters in the pool and runoff channels cool, and 
consequently change in composition, as a function of distance from the vent and discharge rate 
(de Wet and Davis et al., 2010). Springs of interest belong to the pond morphologic category and 
precipitate low relief rims of siliceous sinter, manganese (Mn) oxides, hematite, and detrital 
material around a main pool (Guidry and Chafetz, 2003).  
 The main water types found in Yellowstone are alkaline-chloride, acid-sulfate, and mixed 
(Fournier, 1989). The inventoried hydrothermal feature known informally as Elk Geyser 
(Alternate names: Elk Pool, Elk Spring) has an ASCl water type. This feature formed in the year 
2000 near the Ragged Hills of Norris Geyser Basin (Figure 4). This ASCl water type is common 
in Norris Geyser Basin and is referred to as Type IIIa (White et al., 1998). This water type is the 
result of mixing of high chloride (Cl) and silica (Si) waters with dilute, acidic, meteoric waters. 
Gardner et al. (2011) defined the end member water sources in this area. These include: 1) old 
thermal waters that circulate deep beneath the surface whose chemistry is dominated by high-
temperature water-rock interactions and 2) young cold waters that circulate through a shallow, 
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high porosity Quaternary-age siliceous volcanic aquifer whose chemistry is dominated by low-
temperature silicate weathering (Gardner et al., 2011). Young, cold waters source cold springs 
(<20C), while older, mineral-rich waters source hydrothermal waters (>50C).  
 Octopus Spring and Purple Pool waters were also used for laboratory experiments. 
Octopus Spring (Alternate names: OS_11; Inventory ID: LWCG138) is an alkaline-chloride 
(AlkCl) water type with low metal concentrations. Octopus Spring is located in the Lower 
Geyser Basin thermal region within the Firehole River Drainage area (Figure 4). Purple Pool is 
an alkaline, steam condensate water type with a relatively high Mn concentration. 
Hydrothermal systems contain many ecological niches because water temperature, pH, 
oxygen content, and chemistry change rapidly with distance from the hydrothermal heat source. 
Microbial distribution and ecology are dependent on such physiochemical conditions (Brock, 
1978). For example, the upper limit for photosynthesis is 75°C, while non-phototrophs can 
survive up to 122°C (Cavicchioli, 2002). Eukaryotes dominate below 62°C, prokaryotic 
cyanobacteria and photosynthetic bacteria dominate from 62-75°C, and chemolithotrophic 
prokaryotes and archaea dominate above 90°C (Brock, 1978). Hydrothermal pools usually have 
low biomass and low diversity due to their close proximity to the source. However, organisms 
that can withstand these extreme temperatures and/or pH tend to be novel.  
 Elk Geyser microorganisms are limited to (hyper)thermophilic acidophiles, possibly 
including Alicyclobacillus acidocaldarius (Darland and Brock, 1971; Wisotzkey et al., 1992), 
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius (Johnson, 1998), and Caldisphaera draconis (Boyd et al., 2007), 
although no direct data is available. Most Elk Geyser microorganisms are likely autotrophs, and 
possibly heterotrophs, that utilize reduced chemical species for energy. This is because of its low 
pH (~3.6 pH) and high surface water temperatures (~73°C) measured near the maximum 
threshold for photosynthesis to occur (~75°C).  
 Surface waters in Octopus Spring’s main pool were even hotter (~90°C), but this spring 
had a more moderate pH ~8 compared to Elk Geyser. Due to high temperatures, microorganisms 
are likely limited to autotrophs. Hyperthermophilic microorganisms belonging to the orders of 
Aquificales, Thermoproteales, and Sulfulobales occupy this slightly alkaline, near-boiling pool 
(Blank et al., 2002). Specifically, Thermocrinus ruber, Candidatus Nitrosocaldus yelowstonii, 
Aquifex pyrophilus and aeolicus, Hydrogenobacter thermophiles, and Thermoproteales 
pyrobaculum may occupy this spring (Gonsior et al., 2018). 
 In both cases, microbial diversity and CDOM abundance should increase away from the 
source. Both springs contain DOM that are complex and unique to Yellowstone hot springs. 






Figure 4: Regional map of Yellowstone National Park. Yellow star: Elk Geyser Norris Geyser 
Basin; Pink star: Octopus Spring and Purple Pool, Lower Geyser Basin; Red dashed line: and most recent 
caldera rim (Photo modified from nps.org) 
Purpose of Study 
The primary H2O2 formation mechanism in most surface waters involves reactions 
between CDOC and UV. However, Wilson et al. (2000a) found that DOC concentrations in 
high-temperature systems vary throughout the day, while Fe cycling follows a diel pattern that 
coincides with H2O2 cycling. This suggests that the primary H2O2 formation mechanism during 
peak photo flux in these high-temperature systems involves metal redox cycling. Heterotrophic 
bacteria-mediated decay is believed to be the primary H2O2 decay mechanism in most surface 
waters, while chemical decay pathways appear to be insignificant (Cooper et al., 1994). 
However, a more recent study found that ROS-regulatory gene expression (i.e. SOD and 
peroxidases) decreased during times of peak UV and H2O2 concentrations in acidic geothermal 
channels (Mesle et al., 2017). These findings suggest that biologic decay does not impact 
maximum H2O2 concentrations that are observed during midday. However, biologic decay may 
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have a larger role in dark and low light conditions. Furthermore, while it is possible that the Elk 
Geyser field site in this study contained heterotrophic bacteria along pool margins (~73C), 
CDOM measured in Elk Geyser and DOC measured in other geothermal pools (Wilson et al., 
2000a) were low. So, it is more likely that chemical decay mechanisms control H2O2 
concentrations in high-temperature systems. 
Only two similar studies have measured H2O2 in high-temperature systems (Mesle et al., 
2017; Wilson et al., 2000a) and this is the first study to analyze highly acidic geothermal pool 
surface waters. So, while we have a general understanding that H2O2 cycling in these systems is 
chemically mediated, likely through metal redox cycling, many details remain unclear. I 
hypothesize that H2O2 production in low DOC, Fe-rich systems is controlled by speciation of Fe. 
If so, different aqueous chemistries (pH, Fe content, etc.) will lead to different rates of metal 
redox cycling. Specifically, H2O2 formation should increase with increasing Fe concentration, 
solubility, and photochemical activity. Field studies were designed to 1) determine H2O2 cycling 
in an acidic, Fe-rich geothermal spring, 2) examine H2O2 formation by particulate and non-
particulate matter, and 3) test if increasing the Fe concentration also increases H2O2 formation.  
Due to the complexity of the H2O2 cycle, laboratory experiments were conducted to 
isolate different pathways of H2O2 formation and decay in a controlled environment. These 
experiments were designed to 1) determine the extent to which field results can be replicated in 
the laboratory, 2) examine the ability of fluoride (F) to complex and inactivate Fe, 3) examine 
the influence of biologic enzymes, 4) examine H2O2 dark decay by particulate and non-
particulate matter, and 5) examine the impact of water type. Laboratory conditions can never 
completely mirror field conditions in terms of diel UV, pH, water composition, and temperature 
dynamics. Also, some photoactive and unstable constituents likely degrade during transport. For 
these reasons, it is imperative to conduct both field and laboratory experiments to accurately 
predict ROS and metal species behaviors in natural systems. 
The overall goal of this study is to determine chemical controls on H2O2 levels in acidic, 
Fe-rich geothermal systems, especially during peak photon-flux, and the implications of diel and 
chemical changes for H2O2. Additionally, we are interested in the implications of H2O2 cycling 
on early microbial evolution and ROS response systems, microbial preservation potential, and 
identification of biomarkers formed in these systems on both Earth and Mars. By improving our 
understanding of chemical cycles in these systems, we will be able to refine where and how we 
search for evidence of early life on Earth and Mars. 
 Outside of biosignature preservation, understanding the transport and cycling of Fe and 
H2O2 are of interest in open ocean nutrient cycling (Roy et al., 2008) and acid mine drainage 
(AMD) remediation. In AMD systems, oxygen and Fe3+ serve as oxidants of pyrite (Edwards et 
al., 1999), leading to acidification and heavy metal contamination in thousands of kilometers of 
streams in the United States Rocky Mountains alone (Scott et al., 2003). Better understanding 
how to slow photochemically inactivate Fe redox cycling could slow water acidification and 
mitigate AMD environmental impacts. Additionally, this research has applications in landfill 
leachate and paper-mill wastewater remediation. ROS can destroy hard to remove organic 
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contaminants from water systems (Pignatello et al., 2006). So, it is important to understand how 
to maximize ROS production. ROS also alter redox conditions, which determine the toxicity and 
bioavailability of various metals and other elements (Moffett and Zika, 1987). Fe is of greatest 
interest to this study, but it behaves similarly to other biogeochemically implicated photoactive 
elements, including Mn and arsenic (As) (Konhauser et al., 2011).  
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS 
Field Site Selection 
 Study sites were selected based on their accessibility, water type, and prior knowledge of 
the area. Elk Geyser was selected as the primary study site because it has an ASCl (Type IIIa) 
water composition with measureable dissolved Fe concentrations (Table 1). We believe this 
acidic, Fe-rich composition is analogous to some early Martian hydrothermal systems. This is the 
first report of H2O2 concentrations in acidic, geothermal pools in YNP. Octopus Spring was 
selected for comparison photochemical studies because it has a different, AlkCl water 
composition compared to Elk Geyser. Comparison studies assessed how water chemistry 
influences H2O2 cycling. Furthermore, this research group has attempted to measure H2O2 in 
Octopus Spring in the past, unsuccessfully. While in-situ attempts were unsuccessful in this 
study as well, H2O2 could be measured in the field after 4 hours and in the lab (i.e. after active 
and unstable species had time to decay). It remains unclear why attempts to measure H2O2 in-situ 
were unsuccessful in this spring. However, the interference is undoubtedly from an unstable 
constituent that decays within 3 hours after removal from the spring. Purple Pool waters were 
also used in a few laboratory studies to compared H2O2 cycling in this alkaline, steam condensate 
composition with relatively high Mn concentrations compared to other water types.  
 Water sampling locations were chosen based on safety, accessibility, and water depth. 
Water samples were all collected from shallow surface waters near pool margins where 
photochemical reactions are rapid. All samples from a given spring were collected at the same 
location for consistency. 
* Measured on IC;   Measured on ICP-AES by SGS Canada; - data not collected 
Table 1: Hot Spring Water Composition 
 
Elk Geyser  (ASCl) Octopus Spring (AlkCl) Purple Pool (StC) 
Analyte July September July October October 
Temperature (°C) 71.5-73.3 70.0 88.7-90.4 89.5 90.0 
pH 3.9-4.0 3.3 7.8-8.0 8.1 7.9 
Alkalinity (mg/L) 4.1 - 270.4 268.8 177.6 
H2O2 (nM) <20-652 <20-443 - - - 
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) - 1.5 - 6.1 4.0 
Total, ferrous Fe (mg/L) <0.1-0.4 <0.1-0.4 - - - 
Total soluble Fe  (mg/L) <0.2 1.2 - <0.2 <0.2 
NO3 (mg/L) - <0.1 - 0.1 0.1 
NO3* (mg/L) <0.1 <0.1 0.1 0.2 <0.1 
NH3 (mg/L) 0.1-0.3 0.3 2.3 1.0 0.4 
F* 9 4 29 8 6 
Cl* 736 633 263 266 159 
SO4* 66 109 20 20 17 
Ca  (mg/L) 8.2 7.9  <0.9 6.7 
K  (mg/L) 56 50 - 14 18 
Mn  (mg/L) <0.04 <0.04 - <0.04 0.08 
Mg  (mg/L) 0.07 <0.07 - <0.07 0.10 
Na  (mg/L) 399 390 - 287 183 




Figure 5: Water Type Summary. Stiff diagrams show major ion chemistry.  
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Sampling Schedule 
Samples were collected over a 48-hour period in July 2017 and over a 24-hour period in 
September 2017 (Table 2). H2O2 samples were collected ~4 hours apart, but sample frequency 
varied based on weather and time constraints. Maximum H2O2 concentrations were reached 
around 1pm. Sampling began at sunrise and ended at sunset, which were around 6am-8pm in 
July and 7am-7pm in September. UVA/B were measured approximately once every hour, but 
frequency varied along with H2O2 measurements. Samples were not collected overnight because 
previous studies show that H2O2 production rates are null (i.e. below our detection limits) in dark 
conditions. 
Table 2: Elk Geyser Sampling Schedule, 2017 
Analyte July 17 July 18 September 30 
Total soluble Fe 19:40 - 12:00, 12:30, and every hour 
from 15:00-19:00 
Alkalinity 07:00 07:00, 17:00, 19:40 11:00 
NH3 07:00 07:00, 16:00 11:00 
NO3 - - 11:00 
Metals/Cations 07:00 - 11:00 
Anions 07:00 - 11:00 
pH and temperature 07:00 07:00, 17:00, 19:40 11:00 
Sample Collection and Storage 
All samples were collected from the spring at a safe distance. When filtration was 
appropriate, both 1.5 μm and 0.2 μm filters were used. Samples were collected and stored as 
outlined in Table 3. An acid-washed nylon tube was threaded through a long painter’s pole and a 
sterile HSW NORM-JECT syringe was attached at one end of the tube in order to suction water 
from Thermo Scientific Target2 brand nylon filters were used because samples were turbid.  
Measurements and samples were collected consecutively in the following order:  
temperature and pH, H2O2, anions, cations, nitrate (NO3) and ammonia (NH3), Fe, alkalinity. 
Consecutive sampling was necessary because some analytes in hydrothermal pools vary over diel 
cycles. All water samples in a given sample suite were collected within 15 minutes. Analyte 
collection order was chosen based on which measurements were most affected by turbidity and 








Table 3: Sample Collection and Storage 
Analyte Bottle Type Bottle Rinse Filtration Acidification Storage 
H2O2 HDPE 1 x filtered, 0.2 μm none dark, ice 
Total soluble Fe HDPE 1x filtered, 0.2 μm hydrochloric acid dark 
DO 
Glass vial none none none 
upright, 
dark 
Alkalinity HDPE none none none dark, ice 
NH3 HDPE 3 x filtered, 0.2 μm sulfuric acid dark, ice 
NO3 HDPE 3 x filtered, 0.2 μm sulfuric acid dark, ice 
Metals/Cations HDPE 3 x filtered, 0.2 μm nitric acid dark, ice 
Anions HDPE 3 x filtered, 0.2 μm none dark, ice 
Analytical Methods 
Table 4: Analytical Methods Summary 





Quenching On Site <30 minutes 10-700 nM 
Total soluble Fe Ferrozine On Site <30 minutes 0.1-10 mg/L 
DO Winkler Titration Field Trailer <3 days - 
Alkalinity Titration Field Trailer <7 days - 
NH3 
Nitrogen Ammonia 
Salicylate Lab, UM <7 days 0.03-0.5 mg/L 
NO3 
Nitrate Cadmium 
Reduction Lab, UM <15 days 0.03-0.5 mg/L 
Metals/Cations ICP-AES SGS <90 days see Table 5 
Anions IC Lab, UM <17 days see Table 6 
- means that value was not determined 
Scopoletin Fluorescence Quenching Method  
 H2O2 was measure via the horseradish scopoletin fluorescence quenching method as 
described by Holm et al. (1987) and modified by Zhang and Wong (1999) and Wong et al. 
(2015). Fluorescence was measured on an Ocean Optics fluorometer. A high-powered LED light 
source, the LLS-385 (385 nm peak wavelength), was used to excite samples and a sliding linear 
variable emission filter set to 460 nm, the central wavelength of scopoletin. The fluorometer 
setup also included a cuvette holder, the Maya LSL high sensitivity spectrophotometer, and fiber 
optic cables connecting the various parts (Figure 6). Plastic cuvettes with a 220-900 nm passable 
wavelength were used. Sample cells were mixed by pipette hand pumping both in the field and in 
lab.  
 Reagents: H2O2 free MilliQ water was used in reagent preparation. MilliQ water was kept in a 
glass container and covered with aluminum foil for 48 hours to remove H2O2. 10 mg of 
scopoletin solid (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 1 L of water to make a stock solution (5x10-5 M) 
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in an opaque HDPE bottle. At the start of each experiment, scopoletin stock was diluted 1:2 v/v 
(2.5x10-5 M). Scopoletin stock and solution are stable for a minimum of 1 year at room 
temperature in an opaque container. A pH 7 buffer was made by adding a pH 7 phosphate salt 
capsule (pHydrion Buffers) to 100 mL of water. 10 mg horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Sigma 
P8125, type I, 100 purpogallin units (p.u.)/ mg solid) and 1.5 mg of sodium azide (NaN3) were 
added to 10 mL of water (100 p.u./mL) to make a HRP stock solution. Stock was prepared in an 
opaque HDPE bottle and stored on ice in the field or in the laboratory refrigerator when not in 
use. Stored properly, the HRP solution is stable for at least 2 months, but it was made fresh daily 
due to suboptimal storage conditions in the field. Stock H2O2 solution was made from serial 
dilutions of reagent grade H2O2 (Fisher Scientific 30% solution reagent ACS).  
Procedure: This method is based on the quenching effect of H2O2 on scopoletin in the presence 
of the horseradish peroxidase enzyme (Holm et al., 1987). Water was collected and filtered 
through a 0.2 μm nylon filter to minimize decay prior analysis (Wilson et al., 2000b; Wong et al., 
2015). Next, 1 mL of sample was added to the cuvette and buffered to pH 7 (the reaction’s 
optimal pH). Buffer volume varied from 10 μL in near neutral waters to 80 μL in acidic waters 
(pH 3.75). Fluorescence was read before and after buffer addition with no statistical change in 
fluorescence. Next, scopoletin was added in variable amounts to read ~90% of max PMT 
(photomultiplier tube) fluorescence detection. This volume varied from about 22-48 μL 
depending on analyte chemistry and temperature. 200 μL HRP was always added. The sample 
cuvette was pipette mixed for 30 seconds and fluorescence intensity was read immediately after 
mixing (See figure 7 for schematic). H2O2 concentrations were calculated using the method of 
standard additions and a linear regression analysis. A standard curve was run in every sample 
matrix in duplicate using spikes of 10-50 μL of 10 μM H2O2 stock (100-500 nM H2O2). Intensity 
differences of each standard addition and a H2O2-free blank were recorded and plotted against 
concentration in a linear regression analysis. Subsequent sample concentrations were determined 
using this standard curve (Wilson et al., 2000a; Holm et al., 1987).  
Error Analysis: Most measurements were analyzed in duplicate to determine error. Some 
samples were spiked with 1-3 standard additions as a method check to ensure reagent reactivity 
was consistent throughout each experiment. A minimum of 1 duplicate and 1 spiked sample were 
analyzed with each sample set. Replicate analyses of the same sample were within ± 25% for 
concentrations less than 50 nM, ± 15% for concentrations between 50 and 100 nM, and ± 8% for 
concentrations above 100 nM. In the field, replicate analyses above 100 nM were within ± 12%. 
The minimum detection limit (MDL) (20 nM) was determined by analyzing the background 
fluorescence in 10 H2O2-free MilliQ samples. The MDL was calculated as the mean of these 




Figure 6: Generalized setup for Ocean Optics Fluorometer. The UV light source (red) is powered 
by a 12V battery, and connects to the cuvette holder via a fiber optic cable. Light is passed through the cuvette 
in the holder at a 90-degree angle and travels along another fiber optic cable to the spectrophotometer where 





      Figure 7: Scopoletin fluorescence quenching method procedure 
Ferrozine Method for Total Soluble Fe  
 The Ferrozine method was used to measure dissolved (<0.2 μm) ferrous and total 
dissolved Fe (Lovely and Phillips, 1987). The Ferrozine solution consisted of 1 g/L Ferrozine 
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and 50 nM HEPES sodium salt added to deionized water and buffered to pH 7 with HCl. To 
analyze soluble Fe (II), 10 mL Ferrozine solution was added to 1 mL sample and incubated for 
10-minutes to allow for full color development. Then, the absorbance was read at 563 nm on a 
portable LaMotte SMART Colorimeter 2. To measure total, soluble Fe, 1 mL hydroxylamine 
hydrochloride (0.25 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride in 0.12M HCl) was added to 1 mL of 
sample to reduce any ferric or insoluble Fe, incubated for 2 minutes, and then analyzed the same 
way as the soluble Fe sample. The MDL was 0.1 mg/L (0.02 nm absorbance). The method of 
standard additions was used to develop a calibration curve to correlate absorbance to Fe 
concentration. Standards ranged from 1-10 mg/L and were made from a reagent grade 1,000 
mg/L Fe2+ standard. Replicate analyses were within ± 7%.  
Other Analytical Methods  
Dissolved oxygen: Determined via titration following the Winkler Method (Helm et al., 2012) 
using a LaMotte Dissolved Oxygen Test Kit. 
Alkalinity: Determined via addition of HACH brand bromcresol green-methyl red indicator and 
digital titration with 0.16 M sulfuric acid to the red endpoint (pH 4.5). Collection replicates (i.e. 
collection precision, 2 sample volumes collected consecutively from the same spring) were 
within ± 4%.  
Ammonia: Analyzed by the nitrate ammonia salycilate colorimetric method (HACH). 
Absorbance was read at 610 nm on a LaMotte SMART colorimeter 2. Analytical replicates (i.e. 
analytical precision, replicates from 1 sample volume) and collection replicates were both within 
± 3%.  
Nitrate: Analyzed via the nitrate cadmium reduction colorimetric method (HACH). Samples for 
nitrate analysis were collected in the same vials as ammonia samples. Absorbance was read at 
520 nm on a LaMotte SMART colorimeter 2. Analytical replicates were within ± 2% and 
collection replicates were within ± 13%.  
Cations/Dissolved metals: Measured on ICP-AES at SGS Mineral Services in Lakefield, 
Ontario, Canada. Analytical replicates were within ± 7%. 
Table 5: ICP Limits of Detection (mg/L) 
 Al Fe K Mg Mn Na Si 
Limit of Detection (mg/L) 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.07 0.04 2.00 0.70 
Anions: Analyzed via ion chromatography (IC) in the Environmental Biogeochemistry Lab at the 
University of Montana using a Thermo Scientific Dionex ICS-2100 Ion Chromatography 
System. Sample anion concentrations were determined from a standard curve generated from 7 
standards made by serial dilutions. An additional sulfate (SO4) internal standard curve was run 
with an accuracy of ±10%. Analytical replicates were within ± 3% and collection replicates were 




Table 6: IC Limits of Detection (mg/L) 
 Cl F NO3 SO4 
Limit of Detection (mg/L) 1.43 0.23 0.23 1.03 
Temperature/pH: Measured in the field and lab using an Orion pH/temperature electrode model 
91-57BN that was recalibrated at the start of each sampling day. In the field, pH and temperature 
measurements were taken in the same location that water samples were collected.  
UV: UVA (315-400 nm) and UVB (280-315 nm) irradiance were measured by radiometers. 
Radiometers were zeroed before each measurement. Field UV readings were taken ~6 meters 
from Elk Geyser spring. Readings were take in the same locale in July and September.  
Field Observations 
Skies were partly cloudy in the afternoons, as is typical of the area. H2O2 concentrations 
varied along with UV intensity. A layer of steam was always observed over the spring during 
early mornings and late nights. Steam cover was lighter in September, but took long to clear 
relative to July. Vegetation was absent from field site. See Table 7 for details.  
Table 7: Field Observations at Elk Geyser 
 Morning Afternoon 
July 17, 2017 Steam cover persisted until ~08:00. 
Skies were overcast from sunrise to 
08:00 and remained partly cloudy until 
11:00. Skies were clear from 11:00-
11:30 when heavy winds blew in 
dense clouds. 
Average wind speed estimate: 2 mph.* 
Skies remained partly cloudy throughout the 
day. Clouds covered the spring about 75% 
of the time. The remaining 25% consisted of 
sunny patches above the spring between 
cloud cover. The last measurement was 
collected at 16:00 due to intense cloud 
cover, heavy winds, and equipment 
malfunction.  
Average wind speed estimate: 17 mph.* 
July 18, 2017 Steam cover and overcast skies until 
~08:00 when the sky and steam both 
cleared. It remained sunny until about 
12:00.  
Average wind speed estimate: 1 mph.* 
Skies became partly cloudy ~12:00 and 
remained that way for the rest of the 
afternoon. Cloud cover was less dense than 
July 17.  
Average wind speed estimate: 9 mph.* 
September 29, 
2017 
Light steam persisted until ~10:00. 
Skies were clear and sunny the rest of 
the morning.  
Average wind speed estimate: 0 mph.* 
 
Skies were clear and sunny until ~13:00 
when scattered clouds blew in. Partial cloud 
cover persisted through the afternoon with 
prolonged sunny patches between cloud 
cover. Cloud density was comparable to that 
of July 18.  
Average wind speed estimate: 11 mph.* 
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*Wind speed estimates for Yellowstone, WY obtained from the National Weather Service.  
Field Studies 
H2O2 and UV were measured at regular intervals during daylight hours over a 48-hour 
period in July and a 24-hour period in September 2017 to monitor diel changes. On July 18, diel 
field studies and additional experiments were conducted at Elk Geyser. The first field experiment 
investigated the effect of particulates and oxygen gas (O2) on H2O2 formation in natural waters 
by comparing H2O2 concentrations in the spring to those in unfiltered water (particulate-rich), 
unfiltered water with N2 gas added (O2-poor, particulate-rich), filtered water (particulate 
removed), and filtered MilliQ experiments (lacked both particulate and soluble matter). For each 
experimental water type, 100 mL of Elk Geyser water was freshly collected, altered, and placed 
in UV permeable Whirlpak bags. Bags were then floated in the spring near the water-sampling 
site to keep experimental temperatures close to the spring’s temperature and to expose bags to 
natural UVA/B and PAR. 2 dark controls were included in the experiments. Controls were 
covered in foil and sampled at the same time as other experiments. Bags were sampled 5 times at 
~2 hour intervals. The temperature and pH of each bag was measured at the beginning and end of 
the experiment. This experiment was setup on both July 17 and 18. July 17 was an incomplete 
pilot study where only one data point was obtained after about 4 hours of irradiance due to 
equipment malfunction and poor weather conditions. Results reported here are from the 10.5-
hour study completed on July 18.   
The second field experiment investigated the effect of increasing Fe concentrations on 
H2O2 formation by comparing H2O2 concentrations measured in the spring to unfiltered Elk 
Geyser water (contained both particulate and soluble matter), filtered Elk Geyser water (lacked 
particulates >0.2 μm), and filtered MilliQ experiments (lacked both particulate and soluble 
matter), all with Fe added. For each experimental water type, 50 mL spring water was collected 
from Elk Geyser, altered, and placed in UV permeable Fisherbrand centrifuge tubes. Sterile, 
synthetic Fe and colloidal Si-coated petrographic slides were also added to the tubes. These Fe-
Si slides were prepared in a clean hood by dipping sterile petrographic slides in a solution of 
0.125 Fe:Si (FeCl2 and LUDOX® colloidal Si) 9 times, allowing each coat to dry before dipping 
the slide again. Fe oxidized during drying periods, as evidenced by the formation of rust colored 
solids. Tubes were placed along the pool margins, as they could not withstand pool temperatures. 
Consequently, experimental waters were cooler than the pool. Tubes were sampled 4 times at ~2 
hour intervals. Temperature and pH were recorded at the beginning and end of each experiment 
and total soluble Fe was measured in all tubes, as well as in the spring at the end of the 
experiment. 
H2O2 decay experiments were conducted in elk Geyser on July 18 and in Octopus Spring 
and Purple Pool on October 1, 2017. In both cases, water was collected from the spring during 
peak UV and analyzed 3 hours later. In the case of Elk Geyser, both unfiltered and filtered 
waters were investigated. H2O2 concentrations could not be measured at the time of collection for 
Octopus Spring or Purple Pool, but concentrations can be estimated. 
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 While field experiments were not conducted in sterile conditions, they were likely devoid 
of active microorganisms. Elk Geyser samples presumably had a low biomass due to its extreme 
temperature and pH conditions. Unfiltered experiments plausibly could have have contained 
living bacteria at first. However, experimental conditions were likely too harsh to support 
microbial growth. Whirlpak experiments floated in the spring had high temperatures, and tube 
experiments had high Fe concentrations. So, any living microbes removed from the spring and 
placed in these harsh, isolated environments were likely killed or inactive throughout the 
experiments. Microbes were removed from filtered experiments by 0.2 μm filters. Although 
sterile filters and nitrile cloves were used, soil microbes could have contaminated filtered and 
unfiltered experiments during setup or sampling. However, most soil microbes have doubling 
times ranging from 10-109 hours under optimal growth conditions (Kozubal et al., 2008; 
Eichorst et al., 2007; Lynch, 1981). For example, Eichorst et al. (2007) found that the common 
soil bacteria of the phylum Acidobacteria doubled in 10-15 hours at 23°C. Similarly, Kozubal et 
al. (2008) found that a thermoacidophilic chemolithotroph, Metallosphaera sp. strain MK1, 
obtained from an ASCl spring in Norris Geyser Basin had maximum doubling times from 10-11 
hours under optimal conditions at 65°C in the presence of ferrihydrite. So, even if experiments 
were contaminated during setup or subsequent sampling, it is unlikely that these microbes were 
able to sufficiently reproduce during the 8-10 hours experiments to significantly effect results.  
Laboratory Studies 
 Experiments were conducted in acid-washed porcelain dishes and kept in a dark 
laboratory cabinet to block external irradiation. All H2O2 formation studies were irradiated by 
constant UVA/B irradiance from fluorescent lamps for 4 hours. Bulbs emitted 760-772 μW/cm2 
UVA and 0.73-1.02 μW/cm2 UVB. Waters used in laboratory experiments were collected during 
fieldwork and kept in cool, dark conditions. In each experiment, 100 mL of water were altered 
and added to a porcelain dish. H2O2 concentrations and pH were always measured at the start and 
end of each experiment. All experiments were run at constant, room temperatures. Sterile 0.2 μm 
nylon filters were always used when filtering waters in laboratory studies. It is unlikely that 
living microbes were present at the start of the experiment. Again, contamination is possible as 
laboratory conditions were not sterile. However, laboratory experiments were only run over 4 
hours and soil microbe doubling times are at least 10 hours under ambient conditions. So, even 
though laboratory experiments were run at room temperature it is unlikely that active microbes 
could reproduce sufficiently to alter results within this short time interval.  
 Experiments conducted in the field were replicated in the laboratory to gauge the extent 
laboratory findings can be applied to natural systems. Differences between laboratory and field 
conditions include water composition, irradiance consistency, turbulence, and 
mixing/replenishing of water. 
 The particulate matter laboratory study explored the effect of particulate matter on 
photochemical H2O2 formation and dark H2O2 decay rates. This laboratory study also explored 
the effect of water type (i.e. different types of particulates) on H2O2 cycling, but the effect of 
oxygen was not explored. The particulate matter photochemical formation study exposed filtered 
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and unfiltered waters (Elk Geyser, Octopus Spring, and Purple Pool) to UVA (760-770 uW/cm2) 
and UVB (0.73-1.00 uW/cm2). The particulate matter dark decay study included filtered and 
unfiltered waters (Elk Geyser, Octopus Spring, and a MilliQ control). Waters were spiked with 
500 nM of H2O2 at the start and allowed to decay in dark conditions for 24 hours. Experiments 
were sampled at 0 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, and 24 hours.  
 The Fe-added formation study explored the effect of increasing Fe3+ concentrations on 
photochemical H2O2 formation in various hydrothermal water types (Elk Geyser, Octopus 
Spring, and a MilliQ control). In Elk Geyser waters, the effect of filtration and Fe-addition on 
H2O2 formation was explored as well. Waters were exposed to UVA (763-770 μW/cm2) and 
UVB (0.80-1.00 μW/cm2). Fe was added in the form of sterile Fe-Si slides (preparation described 
in Field Study Methods). Total, soluble and ferrous Fe were also analyzed at the end of the 
experiment. 
 The Fe-complexation formation study explored fluoride’s ability to photochemically 
inactivate Fe through complexation in various hydrothermal water types (Elk Geyser and 
Octopus Spring). Photochemical inactivation should shut down photo-Fenton reactions that H2O2 
formation. Filtered waters were exposed to UVA (767-772 μW/cm2) and UVB (0.83-1.02 
μW/cm2). Fe was added to some experiments in the form of sterile Fe-silicate slides and F was 
added to other experiments in the form of sodium fluoride (NaF) at a ratio of 1,000:1 with Fe. 
This ratio was chosen so that F concentrations were sufficient to potentially complex all Fe. 
Total soluble Fe was also analyzed at the end of the experiment.  
Catalase experiments explored the effect of catalase on H2O2 formation in various 
hydrothermal water types (Elk Geyser, Octopus Spring, and MilliQ control). Filtered waters 
were exposed to UVA (765-770 μW/cm2) and UVB (0.79-1.00 μW/cm2). Catalase was added in 
excess at 1,000 mg/L.  
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) experiments explored the affect of this enzyme on H2O2 
formation in natural hydrothermal water types (Elk Geyser, Octopus Spring, and a MilliQ 
control). Filtered waters were exposed to UVA (760-770 μW/cm2) and UVB (0.73-1.00 
μW/cm2). SOD was added in excess at 20 kU L-1.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
Field Studies 
UV varied greatly throughout sampling periods due to weather (i.e. local cloud cover) 
and variations in UV flux. UVA patterns closely follow those of UVB. H2O2 concentrations also 
follow UVA and UVB trends, as is apparent on July 18 when peaks of H2O2 closely follow peaks 
in UV (Figure 8). On all occasions, a thick layer of steam covered Elk Geyser in the early 
morning time. Steam cover was thicker in July than September, but cleared by 08:00 in July 
compared to 10:00 in September. The July 17 photochemistry study took place on a partly 
cloudy, overcast day, while the July 18 and September 29 studies took place on mostly sunny 
days (See Table 7 for meteorological details). Maximum UVA intensities reached close to 4 
mW/cm2 on both days in July, but only 2.89 mW/cm2 in September. July 17 had the lowest H2O2 
concentrations despite having a similar UV flux as July 18 and a much higher UV flux than 
September 29 (Table 9). Heavy cloud cover and fast winds are the major observed differences 
between July 17 and the other study days (highlighted in Tables 7 and 8). H2O2 peaks were 
reached between 11:00 and 12:30 on all occasions. Notable seasonal differences include lower 
pH, cooler air temperatures, lower F and Cl concentrations, and higher SO4 concentrations in 
September compared to July.  
Table 8: Elk Geyser Field Study Summary 
 
July 17 July 18 September 29 
Analyte Average Maximum Average Maximum Average Maximum 
H2O2 (nM) 76 284 217 644 158 431 
UVA (mW/cm2) 2.1 3.9 2.2 3.9 1.4 2.9 
UVB (μW/cm2) 98.2 212.0 121.1 215.0 61.4 124.8 
Total soluble Fe (mg/L) <0.1 - 0.4 - 0.2 - 
Total Fe (ICP) (mg/L) <0.2 - - - 1.2 - 
pH 3.93 - 4.05 - 3.31 - 
Air Temperature (°C) - 25.6 - 25.6 - 12.8 
Est. Wind Speed - 17 - 9 - 11 
F 8.8 - 8.8 - 3.5 - 
Cl 736.0 - 736.0 - 633.3 - 
SO4 66.4 - 66.4 - 108.6 - 
 
Table 9: UV and H2O2 Field Study Comparison 
 
%Δ H2O2 (max) %Δ UVA (max) %Δ UVB (max) 
July 18 è  July 17 - 62% - 
 Sept. 29 è  July 17 - 42% + 34% + 70%




Figure 8: Diel variations in UVA/B and hydrogen peroxide in Elk Geyser a) July 17-18, 2017. 
Sudden variations in UVA/UVB caused by partly cloudy conditions. Shaded areas represent null UV. b) 
September 29, 2017. Sudden variations in UVA/UVB caused by partly cloudy conditions.  
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Figure 9: Diel variations in UVA/B and hydrogen peroxide in Elk Geyser in July and Sept. 
2017 a) Comparison of UVA and UVB intensities on 2 consecutive days in July and one day in September. 
Note on July 17 measurements end early due to heavy cloud cover after 4pm, along with equipment 











Figure 10: Elk Geyser Field Experiments U. = Unfiltered; F. = Filtered a) Results of particulate 
matter study: 7/18/17, 09:00-07:40. b) Results of iron-added study: 7/18/17, 11:00-19:40. c) UVB during field 





Particulate Matter Field Study 
Table 10: Particulate Matter Field Study Summary (Whirlpak Bag Experiments) 
 H2O2  (nM)    
Water 
Chemistry 
@ 09:00 @ 12:30 @ 16:30 @ 19:30 End pH End Temp (°C)   Total, soluble 
   Fe (mg/L) 
 
(S) EG 65 ± 51 644 ± 50 523 ± 42 <20 4.15 65.6 0.6 
(F) EG - 591 ± 47 28 ± 7 <20 4.12 37.2 0.2 
(UF) EG - 145 ± 12 <20 <20 4.08 47.3 0.3 
(UF) EG + N2 - 193 ± 15 21 ± 5 <20 4.14 44.0 0.3 
(F) EG, Dark - <20 <20 <20 4.19 51.1 0.2 
(UF) EG, Dark - <20 <20 <20 4.07 51.2 0.3 
S = Spring; F = Filtered; UF = Unfiltered;EG = ElkGeyser; OS = Octopus Spring; Consistent notation used in 
subsequent tables. Study took place July 18, 2018. 
Table 11: Particulate Matter Field 




Water Chemistry @ 12:30 @ 16:30 
(S) EG 0.86 1.01 
(F) EG 0.79 0.05 
(UF) EG 0.19 0.03 
(UF) EG + N2 0.26 0.04 
Study took place July 18, 2018. 
Particulate matter field experiements were setup from 09:00-09:30 on July 18 in 
Whirlpak bags. Whirlpak bags were filled with filtered water (particulate matter >0.2 μm 
removed), 2) unfiltered water, and 3) unfiltered water with N2 gas added to remove oxygen gas, 
along with two dark controls. Starting experimental H2O2 concentrations were similar to those 
measured in the spring during setup (~65 nM) (Table 10). However, cloud cover varied during 
experimental setup, so initial concentrations may have varied as well. After 3.5 hours (@ 12:30), 
H2O2 concentrations in all irradiated experiments were lower than concentrations in the spring 
(S). Experimental H2O2 concentrations decreased as follows: filtered > unfiltered + N2 > 
unfiltered. H2O2 in dark controls were below the detection limit throughout the experiment. 
Spring H2O2 concentrations and incident UV irrandance were much lower at 14:30 than 12:30 
(Figure 10). After 4 hours (@ 16:30), H2O2 concentrations in experimental waters were near the 
detection limit, while H2O2 concentrations in the spring were much higher and consistent with 
UV. At 19:30, all waters were below the detection limit due to low UV irradiance. 
 H2O2 formation rates cannot be calculated from field results because UV irradiance was 
not continuously measured and is highly variable. However, formation rates can be estimated if 
                                                
1 H2O2 measurements are reported as measured values and associated margin of error (±). Margin of error 
determined statistically from replicate measurements.  
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we assume measured H2O2 at a given moment is the result of constant irradiance over 30 
minutes. Formation rates in Table 11 were estimated based on this assumption. The particulate 
matter study was also setup on July 17, but only one data point was obtained due to equipment 
malfunction and poor weather conditions. Still, H2O2 concentrations in experimental waters 
followed the same trend as they did on July 18, i.e. filtered water (448 ± 42 nM) > N2 (122 ± 11 
nM) > unfiltered water (62 ± 12 nM). Spring H2O2 concentration was not obtained at this time.  
Fe-added Field Study 
Table 12: Fe-added Field Study (Fisherbrand Tube Experiments) 
 H2O2  (nM) 
End pH 
  
Water Chemistry @ 14:30 @ 16:30 @ 19:00 End Temp (°C) Total, 
soluble  
Fe (mg/L) 
(S) EG 33 ± 8 523 ± 42 <20 4.15 65.6 0.4 
(F) EG + Fe3+ 34 ± 8 - 282 ± 23 3.90 26.1 1.9 
(UF) EG + Fe3+ 73 ± 15 - 315 ± 25 4.90 25.7 2.8 
(F) MQ + Fe3+ <20 - 167 ± 13 3.62 25.4 3.0 
(F) MQ + Fe3+, Dark <20 - <20 3.91 32.4 1.6 
Study took place July 18, 2018. 
 Fe-added field experiments were measured at 11:00 and H2O2 concentrations were 
estimated at about 450-500 nM at this time. After 3.5 hours (@ 14:30), H2O2 concentrations 
decreased as follows in irradiated waters: unfiltered + Fe2+ > filtered + Fe2+ ≥ Elk Geyser > 
MilliQ + Fe2+ > MilliQ. The dark control was always below the detection limit. After 8 hours (@ 
19:00), H2O2 concentrations in irradiated Fe-added waters surpassed those in Elk Geyser, despite 
low UV intensity at the time. H2O2 concentrations decreased as follows: unfiltered + Fe2+ > 
filtered + Fe2+ > MilliQ + Fe2+ > Elk Geyser (Table 12). 
Laboratory Studies 
Lab experiments were exposed to constant incident UV irradiance and PAR was absent. 
Laboratory studies always began with <20 nM H2O2. So, H2O2 formation rate calculations are 










Particulate Matter Laboratory Study: Photochemical H2O2 Formation 
Table 13: Particulate Matter Formation Study (Laboratory) 
 H2O2 (nM)  pH 
Water 
Chemistry initial 4 hours 
H2O2 Formation Rates 
(nM/W/sec/m2) initial 4 hours 
(F) EG <20 281 ± 6 0.25 3.80 4.12 
(UF) EG <20 313 ± 5 0.29 3.80 3.70 
(F) OS <20 195 ± 13 0.18 8.65 8.73 
(UF) OS <20 206 ± 6 0.19 8.65 8.71 
(F) PP <20 184 ± 15 0.17 8.32 8.48 
(UF) PP <20 305 ± 9 0.28 8.32 8.51 
(F) EG, Dark <20 22 ± 5 - 3.80 3.83 
(UF) EG, 
Dark <20 <20 - 3.80 3.85 
 
PP= Purple Pool 
Unfiltered waters had faster formation rates than filtered waters in the laboratory. Water 
type also affected H2O2 formation with H2O2 yield decreasing as follows: acidic, Fe-rich Elk 
Geyser > slightly alkaline, Mn-rich Purple Pool > alkaline, metal-poor Octopus Spring. H2O2 
formation rates decreased as follows: unfiltered Elk Geyser > unfiltered Purple Pool > filtered 
Elk Geyser > unfiltered Octopus Spring ≥ filtered Octopus Spring ≥ filtered Purple Pool (Table 
13). Interestingly, filtered Purple Pool and Octopus Spring waters had statistically the same 
formation rates. However, unfiltered Purple Pool produced much more H2O2 compared to 
unfiltered Octopus Spring. Elk Geyser and Purple Pool H2O2 formation rates were faster when 
particulates were present. However, Octopus Spring production rates were statistically the same 
with and without particulates.  
Table 14: Particulate Matter Field and Lab 
Study Result Comparison 
Water Chemistry 
H2O2 Formation Rates 
(nM/W/sec/m2)  
(F) Field (@ 12:30) 0.78 
(UF) Field (@ 12:30) 0.20 
(F) Lab 0.25 




(F) Filtered (UF) Unfiltered
H2O2 Formation Rate Comparison
Elk Geyser Octopus Spring Purple Pool
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Table 14 compares H2O2 formation rates from particulate matter studies in the field 
(estimated) and laboratory. Field results suggest that particulates either decrease H2O2 formation 
rates or increase decay rates. Laboratory results suggest the opposite, i.e. that particulates 
actually enhance H2O2 production. Differences between laboratory and field conditions included 
time between collection and analysis, UV variability, temperature, mixing, and water 
composition. For example, UV in the field was variable in both position and intensity due to diel 
UV flux and local cloud cover, while irradiance was consistent in the laboratory. The filtered 
H2O2 formation rate calculated from the field study is much higher than laboratory rates. This 
may be due to differences in conditions, or field formation rates may be over estimated. 
Particulate Matter Laboratory Study: Dark H2O2 Decay 
 
Figure 11: Particulate Matter Hydrogen Peroxide Decay Study (Laboratory) 
 
Table 15: Particulate Matter Dark Decay 
Lab Study  
Water Chemistry 
H2O2 Decay Rates 
(pM/W/sec/m2) 
(F) EG 3.2 
(UF) EG 5.8 
(F) OS 2.7 
(UF) OS 5.2 
MQ 2.3 
 H2O2 decay was faster in when particulate matter was present (i.e. unfiltered waters) in all 
water types. Fe-rich Elk Geyser waters had faster decay rates than metal-poor Octopus Spring 
waters. Both natural water chemistries had faster decay rates than MilliQ water. Decay rates 
decreased as follows: unfiltered Elk Geyser > unfiltered Octopus Spring > filtered Elk Geyser > 
filtered Octopus Spring > MilliQ (Table 15). Results show that H2O2 is stable for ~ 4 hours in 
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filtered, acidic, Fe-rich waters and for ~6 hours in MilliQ and filtered metal-poor waters. 
However, in unfiltered waters H2O2 significantly decays in <4 hours.  
 Peroxide decay studies were also conducted in the field. Waters were collected around 
peak UV and allowed to decay in the dark for 4 hours. After 4 hours, H2O2 concentrations were 
below detection in Elk Geyser and Octopus Spring samples. H2O2 was not measured intitially, 
but based on other field and laboratory studies, it is reasonable to assume concentrations were 
anywhere from 150-400 nM at the time of sample collection. Based on this assumption, decay 
rates in fresh spring waters were at least 37-100 nM/hour (10.4-27.8 pM/sec). So, estimated field 
decay rates are faster than laboratory rates (Table 15).  
Fe-added Laboratory Study 
Table 16: Fe-added Formation Lab Study 








initial 4 hours 
H2O2 Formation 
Rates 
(nM/W/sec/m2) initial 4 hours 4 hours 4 hours 
(F) EG <20 281 ± 6 0.25 3.8 4.12 0.3 0.3 
(UF) EG <20 313 ± 5 0.29 3.80 3.70 0.4 0.5 
(F) EG + Fe3+ <20 418 ± 33 0.38 3.80 3.71 1.3 1.6 
(UF) EG + Fe3+ <20 479 ± 38 0.44 3.80 3.64 2.0 2.2 
(F) OS <20 175 ± 7 0.16 8.51 8.66 <0.1 <0.1 
(F) OS + Fe3+ <20 225 ± 3 0.20 8.51 8.63 <0.1 0.8 
(F) MQ <20 106 ± 4 0.10 7.03 7.13 <0.1 <0.1 
(F) MQ + Fe3+ <20 183 ± 5 0.17 7.06 6.93 0.5 1.0 
(F) MQ + Fe3+, 
Dark <20 25 ± 5 0.02 7.06 7.02 <0.1 
0.1 
 
Fe3+-addition increased H2O2 formation rates in all water types. Elk Geyser waters had the 
fastest formation rates, even though the same amount of Fe was added to all waters in the form 











H2O2 Formation Rate Comparison
(F) Elk Geyser (UF) Elk Geyser Octopus Spring MilliQ MilliQ (Dark)
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were present (i.e. unfiltered waters). Again, natural water chemistries had faster formation rates 
than MilliQ laboratory water. Interestingly, a small amount of H2O2 was produced in MilliQ 
water with Fe added in dark conditions. H2O2 formation rates decreased as follows: unfiltered 
Elk Geyser + Fe3+ > filtered Elk Geyser + Fe3+ > unfiltered Elk Geyser > filtered Elk Geyser > 
filtered Octopus Spring + Fe3+ > MilliQ + Fe3+ ≥ filtered Octopus Spring > MilliQ > MilliQ + 
Fe3+, Dark (Table 16).  
Fe-complexation Study 
Table 17: Fe-complexation Lab Study  
Water 
Chemistry 









Initial 4 hours Initial 4 hours  4 hours 4 hours 
EG <20 300 ± 24 0.27 3.93 4.22  0.3 0.3 
EG + Fe3+ <20 456 ± 6 0.41 3.93 3.87  1.3 1.6 
EG + Fe3+ + F <20 126 ± 6 0.11 3.93 6.02  0.2 0.3 
OS <20 175 ± 7 0.16 8.51 8.66  <0.1 <0.1 
OS + Fe3+ <20 225 ± 3 0.20 8.51 8.63  <0.1 0.8 
OS + Fe3+ + F <20 72 ± 6 0.07 8.51 8.30  <0.1 0.5 
 
*All waters in this experiment were filtered. F = fluoride; Fe2+ = soluble iron. 
 As seen in the Fe-added study, H2O2 formation rates were increased when Fe3+ was 
added. However, F decreased H2O2 formation rates in Fe-enriched waters as follows: Elk Geyser 
+ Fe3+ > Elk Geyser > Octopus Spring + Fe3+ > Octopus Spring > Elk Geyser + Fe3+ + F > MilliQ 
> Octopus Spring + Fe3+ + F (Table 17).  
 Elk Geyser + Fe3+ waters had ~52% (0.14 nM/W/sec/m2) faster H2O2 formation than 
filtered Elk Geyser waters. Elk Geyser + Fe3+ + F waters had ~59% (0.16 nM/W/sec/m2) slower 
H2O2 formation compared to filtered Elk Geyser waters and ~73% (0.30 nM/W/sec/m2) slower 
H2O2 formation compared to Fe-added waters. Elk Geyser + Fe3+ + F waters also experienced a 
2.15 pH increase and 1.1 mg/L decrease in soluble Fe (II) compared to Elk Geyser + Fe3+ waters.  
 Octopus Spring + Fe3+ had ~25% (0.04 nM/W/sec/m2) faster H2O2 formation than filtered 
waters. Octopus Spring + Fe3+ + F waters had ~56% (0.09 nM/W/sec/m2) slower H2O2 formation 







Filtered* * + Fe * + Fe  + F
H2O2 Formation Rate Comparison
Elk Geyser Octopus Spring
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added waters. Octopus Spring + Fe3+ + F waters also experienced a 0.33 pH decrease and ~0.3 
mg/L increase in total, soluble Fe compared to Elk Geyser + Fe3+ waters. Note that Fe increased 
and pH decreased after 4 hours in Elk Geyser + Fe3+ and Octopus Spring + Fe3+ + F water 
chemistries. 
Catalase Study 
Table 18: Catalase Lab Study 
Water 
Chemistry 
H2O2 (nM) H2O2 Formation 
Rates (nM/W/sec/m2) 
pH 
Initial 4 hours Initial 4 hours 
EG <20 310 ± 25 0.28 3.9 4.31 
EG + C <20 <20 - 3.9 6.25 
OS <20 166 ± 13 0.15 8.54 8.7 
OS + C <20 <20 - 8.54 8.58 
MQ <20 91 ± 7 0.08 7.01 7.15 
MQ + C <20 <20 - 7.01 7.62 
 *All waters in this experiment were filtered. 
Catalase shut down H2O2 formation, as expected. H2O2 concentrations were below 
detection in all water types after 4 hours and all water types experienced an increase in pH. H2O2 
formation rates decreased as follows: Elk Geyser > Octopus Spring > MilliQ > all water types + 
C (Table 18). 
Superoxide Dismutase Study 
Table 19: Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) Lab Study  
Water 
Chemistry 
H2O2 (nM) H2O2 Formation Rates 
(nM/W/sec/m2) 
pH 
Initial 4 hours Initial 4 hours 
EG <20 292 ± 23 0.27 3.74 4.05 
EG + SOD <20 191 ± 15 0.17 3.74 5.33 
OS <20 156 ± 13 0.14 8.62 8.74 
OS + SOD <20 38 ± 3 0.03 8.62 8.78 
MQ <20 120 ± 5 0.11 7.04 7.08 
MQ + SOD <20 <20 0.02 7.04 7.23 
 
*All waters in this experiment were filtered. 
This experiment reveals the role of superoxide in H2O2 production. SOD decreased H2O2 
formation rates, but did not shut down H2O2 production. H2O2 formation rates decreased as 






Filtered* * + SOD
H2O2 Formation Rate Comparison
Elk Geyser Octopus Spring MilliQ
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MilliQ + SOD (Table19). SOD decreased formation rates by 35% (0.10 nM/W/sec/m2) in Elk 
Geyser waters, 76% (0.11 nM/W/sec/m2) in Octopus Spring waters, and statistically 100% (0.11 
nM/W/sec/m2) in MilliQ and all waters experienced an increase in pH when SOD was added. 
The pH also increased in waters without SOD, but to a lesser extent. 
Table 20: Stirring Lab Study 
Water Chemistry 
H2O2 (nM) H2O2 Formation Rates 
(nM/W/sec/m2) Initial 4 hours 
EG <20 292 ± 6 0.27 
EG, Stirred <20 306 ± 12  0.28 
MQ <20 120 ± 5 0.11 
MQ, Stirred <20 112 ± 5 0.10 
*All waters in this experiment were filtered. 
 Filtered Elk and MilliQ waters were stirred constantly for 4 hours using 1-inch magnetic 
stir bars to determine the impact of mixing on H2O2 formation in shallow waters (1-2 cm deep). 
Results showed that there is no statistical difference (Table 20).  
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Laboratory Results Summary 
Table 21: 4 hour Formation Rate Laboratory Study Summary 
Water 
Chemistry 








EG 0.29 0.25 0.40 0.11 0.17 b.d. 
OS 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.07 0.03 b.d. 
PP 0.28 0.17 - - - - 
MQ - 0.10 0.17 - 0.02 b.d. 
 
 Unfiltered Elk Geyser waters had the fastest production and decay rates, while MilliQ 
had the slowest production and decay rates. Fe2+ addition increased H2O2 formation rates, while 
filtration and addition of NaF, catalase, and SOD decreased H2O2 formation rates. The only 
exception to this is that filtered and unfiltered Octopus Spring waters had statistically the same 































CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
H2O2 is primarily formed by the excitation of CDOM (chromophoric dissolved organic 
matter) by UV (Cooper et al., 1994; Scully et al., 1996). H2O2 also forms through both 
photochemical and dark reactions involving Fe and other transition elements. It has been 
proposed that photochemical reactions involving Fe are the primary H2O2 formation mechanism 
in low DOC, Fe-rich systems like Fe-rich hot springs (Wilson et al., 2000a). Fe cycling is fast in 
acidic waters (Collienne, 1983; Lowson, 1982) with high Fe concentrations (Zuo and Hoigne, 
1992; Scully et al., 1996). Therefore, if photo-Fe reactions are significant in H2O2 formation, 
H2O2 formation rates should vary with Fe concentration, Fe speciation, and pH. These results 
support this hypothesis. Results show that Fe concentration, pH, and Fe speciation all impact 
H2O2 cycling, with the fastest cycling rates measured in Fe-rich, acidic waters. Water chemistries 
that yielded the fastest photochemical H2O2 formation also yielded the fastest dark decay.  
Both insoluble and soluble metal species appear to promote H2O2 formation. Waters rich 
in soluble Mn appear to support slower photochemical H2O2 production than soluble Fe, while 
waters with Mn-rich particulates produced statistically the same H2O2 concentrations to those 
with Fe-rich particulates. Furthermore, results suggest that oxygen gas actually deters H2O2 
formation, likely through an oxygenic, H2O2-consuming pathway. Finally, field and laboratory 
results varied, indicating that both field and laboratory investigations are required to elucidate the 
intricacies of this complex cycle.  
As expected, enzymatic H2O2 decay mechanisms proved to be more effective than 
chemical mechanisms. However, (hyper)thermophilic and acidophilic chemotrophic organisms 
that occupy hot springs on Earth are likely genetically similar to some of the earliest microbes 
that inhabited Earth, and possibly hydrothermal systems on Mars. So, although it is not known 
whether these microbes utilize enzymatic degradation processes (i.e. SOD or catalase), it is more 
likely that they mediate H2O2 through chemical reactions with intra- or extra-cellular metals 
(Calvin, 1959) (i.e. Fenton-type or Haber Weiss reactions).  
Elk Geyser Diel Field Study 
Cloud cover and wind affected surface H2O2 production over daily scales. Specifically, 
July 17 had lower than expected H2O2 concentrations given the UV flux. Hence, lower 
concentrations must have been due to weather conditions (Table 7). Scattered clouds can 
temporarily decrease localized incident UV irradiance, thereby slowing photochemical H2O2 
production rates. However, the measured UV flux was similar on July 17 and July 18. Therefore, 
strong winds on July 17 more likely amplified vertical mixing of H2O2-rich surface waters with 
H2O2-poor waters at depth, thus diluting surface H2O2 concentrations (Cooper et al., 1994).  
 Changes in irradiance, along with cloud cover and wind, affected surface H2O2 
production over seasonal scales. When weather conditions were comparable (Table 7), lower UV 
irradiance in September resulted in less net H2O2 formation (Table 9). Other observed seasonal 
differences include cooler air temperatures, a lower pH, higher SO4 concentrations, and lower F 
concentrations during the September study (Table 8). Cooler September air temperatures likely 
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increased surface water-cooling rates, thereby increasing thermal convection and sinking surface 
H2O2. SO4, pH and F can affect H2O2 formation as well. The lower pH in September could have 
increased in-situ Fe solubility and H2O2 formation rates slightly. However, Fe cycling is pH 
independent below pH 4 (Collienne, 1983; Stumm and Morgan, 1981). Furthermore, PHREEQC 
calculations show that higher SO4 levels should slightly increase Fe solubility. Additionally, this 
study found that in high concentrations, F can decrease photochemical H2O2 formation by 
photochemically inactivating Fe3+.  
Soluble and Insoluble Matter Characterization of Elk Geyser 
 Elk Geyser CDOM absorb primarily in UVC and CDOM are present in lower 
concentrations compared to typical freshwaters (Figure 12; adapted from Gonsior et al., 2018). 
CDOM absorb and emit light, and participate in photochemical reactions, such as ROS 
production. Figure 12 shows the excitation-emission matrices (EEM) of CDOM in three water 
types. These spectra determine the efficiency at which CDOM convert light energy to ROS at a 
certain wavelength. This, in turn, determines the quantum H2O2 yield. Figure 12a is an example 
of CDOM from a “typical” water sample collected from a freshwaters stream in the Appalachian 
Mountains of western Maryland (Gonsior et al., 2018). The Elk Geyser (Figure 12b) and 
Octopus Spring (Figure 12c) EEMs have much lower concentrations of CDOM than the 
“typical” water sample (note different scales: 0.03 ppm, 0.015 ppm, and 0.15 ppm respectively). 
These hydrothermal waters also contain CDOM sub-populations that absorb UVC and emit UVB 
wavelengths. These low CDOM abundances indicate that photoreactions with CDOM were not a 
significant source of H2O2 in these systems. This supports the hypothesis that photochemical 
reactions with CDOM are not the primary mechanism for H2O2 formation in hydrothermal 
surface waters. Instead, an alternative photochemical pathway that may or may not involve 
transition metals must be responsible for the majority of H2O2 formation.  
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Figure 12: Excitation/Emmission Matrices adapted from Gonsior et al. (2018). EEM from direct water 
samples filtered through 0.2 μm sterile filters. A) EEM from a freshwater stream in the Appalachian 
Mountains in western Maryland. Red color indicates 0.15 ppm CDOM. B) Elk Geyser EEM. Note that red 
color indicates 0.03 ppm CDOM. Most CDOM absorb in UVC and emit in the visible light spectrum. 
There is also a sub-population of CDOM in Elk Geyser that absorbs at 310 nm and emit at 270 nm. This 
sub-population could have been the result of protein contamination during sampling or of locally sourced 
CDOM blown into Elk Geyser. C) Octopus Spring EEM. Note that red color indicates 0.015 CDOM. This 
sample also has two populations. Most CDOM absorb in UVC-UVB and emit in UVB-UVA. QSU= 





UVC  UVB  UVA        VIS
UVC  UVB   UVA       VIS
UVC  UVB    UVA       VIS
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Field and Laboratory Comparison Experiments 
Table 22: Relative H2O2 Formation and Decay Rates in Particulate Matter 
Study 
Relative Reaction Rates Water 
Type 
Metals Conditions Unfiltered (UF) 




Fastest ASCl Fe In-situ UF Elk Geyser 
 ASCl Fe Field (WB) F Elk Geyser 
ASCl Fe Lab UF Elk Geyser 
StC Mn Lab UF Purple Pool 
ASCl Fe Lab F Elk Geyser 
ASCl Fe Field (WB) UF (+ N2) Elk Geyser 
ASCl Fe Field (WB) UF Elk Geyser 
AlkCl - Lab UF 
Octopus 
Spring 
AlkCl - Lab F 
Octopus 
Spring 
StC Mn Lab F Purple Pool 

















 ASCl Fe Lab UF Elk Geyser 
StC Mn Lab UF 
Octopus 
Spring 
ASCl Fe Lab F Elk Geyser 
AlkCl - Lab F 
Octopus 
Spring 
Slowest MQ - Lab F MilliQ 
ASCl:  Acid-sulfate-chloride water (Type IIIa (White et al.,  1988)); AlkCl:  Alkaline-chloride 
water type; StC:  Alkaline, steam condensate; MQ:  deionized water. -  indicates that metal content 
was below detection.  In-situ: water was collected directly from the spring and analyzed 
immediately. WB: particulate matter field experiments done in Whirlpak bags. Additional water 




 Results show that oxygen gas deters H2O2 cycling in hot springs. In field experiments, 
H2O2 concentrations were slightly greater when nitrogen gas (N2) was bubbled through the 
experiment prior to exposure. Although not measured, N2was expected to replace, and thereby, 
limit O2 in the system. It is likely that H2O2 concentrations were higher in oxygen-limited waters 
due to slower decay. Base rate H2O2 formation was likely limited by the amount of reduced Fe2+ 
available in experimental waters for reaction. Fe reduction can occur by photoreduction, or by 
oxygenic pathways, such as the Haber Weiss pathway (equations 12d and e), which consumes 
H2O2. O2 removal would eliminate the Haber Weiss reaction. H2O2 formation in oxygen-limited 
waters should occur primarily by anoxygenic photohydrolysis of Fe3+, which does not consume 
H2O2 (equation 7). Consequently, these oxygen-limited waters had slower H2O2 decay, resulting 
in higher overall H2O2 concentrations. It is likely, however, that N2 did not replace all N2. So, 
some H2O2 could have formed through oxygenic pathways as well. Thus, the full impact of O2 on 
H2O2 formation was not determined. 
 A previous study by Mesle et al. (2017) found that H2O2 concentrations slightly increased 
along with increases in DO (dissolved oxygen) levels during peak photon flux. They also found 
that springs with abundant dissolved sulfide (S2-) had lower H2O2 levels compared to Fe-rich, S2- 
poor springs. Wilson et al. (2000a) also observed inverse relationships between H2O2 and S2-. 
This study suggested that O2 oxidizes S2-, and therefore higher O2 levels could explain these 
higher H2O2 concentrations in S-rich springs. However, in springs with high Fe and low S2- (due 
to S2- oxidation in the subsurface), O2 is more likely to lower H2O2 levels due to an oxygenic, 
H2O2-consuming reaction that involves ferric Fe.  
Particulate Matter Study 
 H2O2 is produced continuously, in-situ if there is a constant source of reduced metal. 
Geothermal springs replenish reactants through constant vertical mixing and continuous influx of 
a reduced groundwater source. Reduced Fe2+ from the source is then oxidized in relatively 
oxidizing surface waters, thereby producing H2O2 (equations 5 b and c). This dark, in-situ 
pathway sets the base rate for H2O2 production. This base rate reaction occurs irrespective of UV 
when reduced metals and oxidants are present, as noted by Yuan et al. (2017). Base rate 
production is slow, however, as non-photochemical Fe oxidation is slow at low pH. In 
experiments, reduced Fe2+ was not replenished, as waters were isolated from the pool in 
Whirlpak bags. So, reduced Fe2+ available for H2O2 formation in experimental waters was limited 
to what may be produced by photoreduction, i.e. limited by Fe concentration and UV. So, the in-
situ H2O2 formation base rate was eliminated. Consequently, in-situ Elk Geyser waters had 
higher H2O2 concentrations than simultaneous field experiments.   
 The balance of production and decay rates determines H2O2 concentrations. Particulate 
matter likely has a role in one or both reactions. Either H2O2 production was faster in the absence 
of particles or decay was faster in the presence of particles to result in lower concentrations in 
unfiltered field experiments. It is more likely that particulate matter enhanced H2O2 decay in the 
field. Cooper et al. (1994) concluded that particulate matter in metal-poor, DOC-rich lake water 
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accelerates H2O2 decay and that such particulates are likely cells. Similarly, Wilson et al. (2000b) 
concluded that particulates in hot spring waters increased H2O2 decay. While some of these hot 
spring particulates may have been cells, most were likely particles due to the low abundance and 
diversity of microbial populations in hydrothermal systems. It is most likely that particles were 
responsible for faster decay in unfiltered Elk Geyser waters and such particles may include cells, 
Fe oxides, and other Fe-bearing particles as Elk Geyser is Fe-rich and pool margin precipitates 
contain Fe.  
 Filtered waters from both Elk Geyser and Octopus Spring in this study experienced 
statistically significant H2O2 decay after 24 hours, contrary to findings by Wilson et al. (2000b). 
Wilson et al. (2000b) noted no statistical change in H2O2 concentrations after 24 hours in Fe-rich 
hydrothermal waters from Chocolate Pots, Yellowstone National Park. This can likely be 
explained by higher soluble Fe concentrations in Chocolate Pots (measured soluble Fe 
concentrations in Chocolate Pots were at least 3 times greater compared to soluble Fe measured 
in Elk Geyser). It is likely that Fe solids formed in the Chocolate Pots water samples before 
filtration and, therefore, soluble matter was removed along with particulate matter upon 
filtration. Consequently, filtered waters experienced little to no H2O2 decay.   
 Unstable complexes promote H2O2 cycling. Both H2O2 formation and decay were faster 
in field experiments than laboratory experiments. H2O2 cycling was faster in the field, likely due 
to unstable transition-element complexes, such as Fe complexes. Fe complexes increase H2O2 
cycling rates because Fe2+ is readily available for oxidation reactions without having to first be 
reduced. Upon oxidation, Fe2+ either produces or degrades H2O2, depending on the oxidizing 
agent. When Fe is oxidized by O2-, H2O2 is formed (equation 5c). This is typically the case in 
irradiated surface waters, as O2 will be reduced to O2- by photo-produced electrons. However, 
non-photochemical Fe oxidation by H2O2 results in decay (equation 12d). These reduced Fe 
complexes likely oxidized, or otherwise decayed, during transport to the laboratory. So, less Fe2+ 
was initially available for Fe oxidation reactions and highly reactive compounds found in natural 
waters were degraded before laboratory experiments. Therefore, both photochemical H2O2 
forming and non-photochemical H2O2 decay reactions were slower.  
 Warmer temperatures may promote H2O2 cycling by increasing Fe cycling rates. 
However, photochemical reactions are less effected by temperature changes than classical 
thermal reactions (Gladstone, 1962). For example, Collienne (1983) observed a temperature 
coefficient of 1.1 for the photoreduction of Fe when the temperature of a standard ferric solution 
was increased by 10°C. Additionally, Wilson et al. (2000b) found that increasing experimental 
temperatures from 25°C to 48°C (i.e. 23°C increase) resulted in statistically insignificant changes 
in H2O2 production in both deionized and Fe-rich hydrothermal waters. Therefore, the 18°C 
temperature difference between field and replicate laboratory experiments likely had only a 
minor impact on H2O2 formation rates. So, faster H2O2 cycling rates in field experiments 
compared to laboratory ones must be attributed to a combination of differences between field and 
laboratory conditions, possibly including temperature and unstable complexes.  
 Insoluble and soluble metal species promote H2O2 formation. When irradiated in the 
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laboratory, Fe-rich ASCl waters had faster formation rates compared to metal-poor AlkCl waters. 
In other words, formation rates decreased as follows: ASCl + particulates > ASCl w/out 
particulates > AlkCl + particulates = AlkCl w/out particulates. So, Fe-rich ASCl water types 
facilitate faster H2O2 production. ASCl particulates are unique in that they enhanced H2O2 
production under constant irradiance in the laboratory, but decreased H2O2 production under 
variable UV in the field (i.e. formation was faster in Whirlpak field experiments when 
particulates were removed). It is likely that these ASCl particulates are Fe-bearing, as Fe 
oxyhydroxides are highly insoluble and precipitates around Elk Geyser margins contain Fe. 
Collienne (1983) found that Fe reduction rates are pseudo first order with respect to initial ferric 
Fe concentrations. So, if Fe-bearing particulates were present, their removal by filtration would 
have decreased initial Fe3+ concentrations and, thereby decreased Fe reduction rates. This could 
explain why H2O2 production was slower in filtered waters in the laboratory. So, ASCl-type 
particulates, likely Fe-bearing particulates, increase H2O2 formation rates by increasing Fe redox 
cycling rates (i.e. ASCl + particulates > ASCl w/out). Metal-poor AlkCl waters likely contained 
few particulates because filtration (i.e. removal of particulates) had negligible effects on H2O2 
production in the laboratory (i.e. formation rates were statistically the same with and without 
particulates). This apparent lack of particulate matter could explain why AlkCl waters had lower 
H2O2 formation rates than ASCl.  
 Unaltered Mn-rich and Fe-rich waters produce H2O2 at the same rates, despite pH 
differences. Both Mn-rich and Fe-rich waters with particulates had statistically the same H2O2 
formation rates. Fe is more soluble at low pH, so if both waters were Fe-rich, it would be 
expected that acidic waters would have faster formation rates than alkaline ones. However, while 
both Mn and Fe are highly soluble in acidic waters, Mn is also soluble in near neutral to slightly 
alkaline conditions (Davidson, 1993; Hem, 1972). This explains why formation rates were 
similar in alkaline, Mn-rich (StC) and acidic, Fe-rich (AlkCl) compositions. Additionally, Mn-
rich (StC) waters produced significantly less H2O2 when particulates were removed. This 
suggests that particulates found in StC waters play a larger role in H2O2 production than other 
water types studied (ASCl and AlkCl). Alternatively, this may suggest that soluble Mn is less 
effective than soluble Fe at photochemical H2O2 production. 
 Water chemistries that yielded the fastest photochemical H2O2 formation also yielded the 
fastest dark decay. Laboratory degradation studies (Table 15) confirm that particulate matter has 
a primary role, and soluble matter a secondary role, in dark decay, as proposed by Wilson et al. 
(2000b). However, the opposite is true for photochemical H2O2 formation. Results from 
particulate matter formation studies (Table 13) show that soluble matter has a primary role, and 
some particulates a secondary role, in H2O2 formation. For example, Octopus Spring (AlkCl) 
waters, which likely lack particulates, experienced no statistical difference in H2O2 formation 
upon filtration (Table 13). However, both Elk Geyser (ASCl) and Purple Pool (StC) waters 
experienced statistically significant increases in H2O2 formation upon filtration (Table 13). So, 
soluble matter in filtered waters facilitates the majority of H2O2 formation (i.e. primary role in 
formation), but particulates, most likely metal-rich particulates, further increase formation rates 
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(i.e. secondary role in formation). Additionally, both soluble and insoluble metal-rich species 
further promote both dark H2O2 degradation and photochemical formation compared to non-
metal species, which promote H2O2 cycling compared to deionized water, i.e. formation and 
decay rates decrease in the following order: metal-rich > metal-poor > deionized water (i.e. MQ). 
Consequently, unfiltered, ASCl, Fe-rich waters yielded both the fastest H2O2 formation rates 
under constant UV and the fastest H2O2 degradation rates in dark condition because Fe plays an 
important role in both production and decay. Similarly, deionized water had the slowest H2O2 
formation and decay rates because it lacks particulate matter along with metals. Rates of other 
water types varied between these two end members due to the opposing roles of particulate and 
soluble matter in formation and decay. 
Fe-added Study 
 Peroxide formation is controlled by Fe cycling rates. H2O2 formation rates increased 
when Fe concentrations were increased. This is because higher Fe concentrations result in faster 
Fe redox cycling (Collienne, 1983). When irradiated, faster Fe cycling results in faster H2O2-
forming reactions with ROS. H2O2 formation rates were faster in ASCl waters, even when ferric 
Fe was added so that Fe concentrations were the same in all water types, i.e. formation rates 
decreased in the following order: ASCl + Fe2+ > AlkCl + Fe2+ > deionized water + Fe2+. This is 
likely because Fe reduction rates increase with decreasing pH until pH ~4 when rates remain 
approximately constant (Collienne, 1983). Hence, photochemical H2O2 formation through Fe 
redox reactions is controlled by the same factors that control Fe redox cycling, including Fe 
concentration and pH.  
 Dark H2O2 production can occur. Recent studies suggest that dark H2O2 production and 
decay are ubiquitous (Yuan et al., 2017; Marsico et al., 2015; Dixon et al., 2013), but 
mechanisms remain controversial. Marsico et al. (2015) and Dixon et al. (2013) attributed dark 
H2O2 production to undefined biologic mechanisms in DOC-rich systems. In this laboratory 
study, H2O2 formed in 0.2 μm filtered, ASCl Fe-rich waters and deionized waters with Fe-added 
in the absence of light. It is unlikely that dark H2O2 production mechanisms were biologic as 
both waters were sterile filtered and deionized and Elk Geyser waters presumably had low 
organic contents to being with. Yuan et al. (2017) found that light-independent H2O2 formation 
can occur through a previously unrecognized pathway that involves the oxidation of reduced 
elements, like metals and natural organic matter, by oxygen at redox interfaces. While it is 
possible that biologic mechanisms were involved in dark formation in this study because 
experiments were not run in a completely sterile environment (discussed in methods section), the 
pathways proposed by Yuan et al. (2017) were most likely responsible for dark H2O2 production 
in the Fe-added, sterile-filtered waters. However, this study did not focus on dark H2O2 
production, and we are unable to confirm or refute the importance of dark H2O2 production.  
Lab Experiments  
Fe-complexation by Fluoride 
 Previous studies have found that Fe2+ and H2O2 concentratons can persist after sunset in 
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some water compositions, likely due to the presence of stabilizing, Fe complexants of unknown 
nature that render Fe2+ unreactive to H2O2 for Fenton reactions (Wilson et al., 2000a). Fluoride 
(F) is a strong inorganic chelator of oxidized Fe that is naturally abundant in many hydrothermal 
systems as F is concentrated in many igneous rocks. F can bind Fe and render it photochemically 
inacitve. This study found that F decreases H2O2 cycling in Fe-rich hydrothermal waters. When F 
complexes Fe3+, Fe becomes photochemically inactivated. Consequently, less Fe3+ is available 
for photoreduction, and therefore less Fe2+ is produced for H2O2-forming reactions with ROS.  
  F was chosen for this study, in part, because it is naturally abundant in hot springs (Table 
1). However, other inorganic ligands like Cl and SO4 are abundant in hot springs as well. Ferric-
fluoride complexes (e.g. FeF3) are unique in that they are photochemically inactive and have a 
high equillibrium constant, while Cl and SO4 do not (Table 23). The magnitude of the 
equilibrium constant (log K) expresses the relationship between the amounts of products and 
reaactants in a reversible chemical reaction. Table 23 presents the equilibruium constants for 
several iron-inorganic complexes, where the individual ions are the reactants and complexes are 
the products. The greater the log K, the greater the concentration of products in a system at 
equilibrium will be. Fe-Cl and Fe-SO4 complexes have small equilibrium constants and a greater 
concentration of Fe2+ and Fe3+ will be available as free Fe. Therefore, Cl and SO4 are less 
effective at complexing and photochemically inactivating Fe compared to Fe-F complexes.  
 In addition to inorganic ligands shown in Table 23, organic ligands are potential Fe 
complexants as well. For example, Harmada et al. (2007) showed that malate and citrate keep 
Fe3+ ions in solution from pH 2.5-11.5 and Suzuki et al. (1992) showed that both ferrous and 
ferric Fe-organic complexes are stable on the order of days. So, although equillibrium constants 
could not be found, organic complexants may significantly impact photochemical Fe cycling in 
some systems. However, Elk Geyser has low organic abundance, so inorganic ligands are more 
relevant to this study. 
Table 23: Equilibrium Constants of Fe and Inorganic 
Complexant Species at STP 
Fe Redox State Complexant Species log K 
Fe+2 Cl FeCl+ 0.14 
Fe+2 SO4 FeSO4 2.25 
Fe+2 F- FeF+ 1.00 
Fe+3 Cl FeCl2+ 2.13 
Fe+3 SO4 FeSO4+ 4.04 
Fe+3 F- FeF3 14.0 
 F decreased photochemical H2O2 formation rates by similar amounts in Fe-added ASCl 
and AlkCl water types (bolded in Table 24), despite having inverse effects on pH and free Fe 
concentrations. This decrease in H2O2 formation was primarily due to Fe3+ complexation by F, as 
evidenced by increased concentrations of Fe-F species in both waters (bolded in Table 25). F 
addition also increased the pH (+2.15 pH) and decreased the amount of available Fe (1.1 mg/L) 
in ASCl waters, while it decreased the pH (-0.33 pH) and increased the amount of available Fe 
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(+0.5 mg/L) in AlkCl waters (italicized in Table 25). Concentrations of free Fe in AlkCl waters 
were always very low, so this slight increase likely had a negligable impact on the system. These 
changes in pH certainly altered H2O2 production rates slightly, i.e. AlkCl waters became slightly 
more acidic when fluoride was added, which likely increased Fe cycling (Collienne, 1983) and 
H2O2 production slightly (Wilson et al., 2000a), while ASCl waters became more alkaline, which 
likely decreased Fe cycling and H2O2 production slightly (Table 17). However, pH changes were 
minor so subsequent changes in H2O2 production were likely minor as well. So, while F addition 
inversely impacted different water chemistries, these changes always resulted in more Fe-F 
species and less H2O2 production. Therefore, H2O2 cycling is further controlled by speciation of 
Fe, and possibly other transition metals, because some metal species are photochemically 
inactive. Thereby, these species cannot contribute to photochemical H2O2 formation.  
Table 24: Fe complexation Result Summary 
Water Type 
H2O2 Frm Rate 
(nM/W/sec/m2) 
Δ Frm from 
Unaltered 
Waters 







Geyser) 0.27 0 - 4.22 0.3 
ASCl + Fe3+ 0.41 +52% 0 3.87 1.6 
ASCl + Fe3+ + F 0.11 -73% -59% 6.02 0.3 
AlkCl (Octopus 
Spring) 
0.16 0 - 8.66 <0.1 
AlkCl + Fe3+ 0.20 +25% 0 8.63 <0.1 
AlkCl + Fe3+ + F 0.07 -65% -56% 8.50 0.5 
Water types defined previously. White signifies initial, unaltered conditions (no change), green signifies a positive 
change (increase) compared to unaltered conditions, and red signifies a negative change (decrease) compared to 
unaltered conditions. Color hues represent the magnitude of change with darker hues representing the greatest 
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* indicates values or speciation calculated using PHREEQC advanced speciation module. Green indcates the 
greater and red the lesser value between Fe-added and fluoride added results of a given water type. Bolded: higher 
concentrations of Fe-F species correlate to lower H2O2 formation rates. Units for H2O2 formation rate are 
nM/W/sec/m2. 
Simulated Microbial Regulation of Hydrogen Peroxide 
 Microorganisms produce superoxide dismutase (SOD) and/or catalase to regulate 
oxidative stress (i.e. detoxify O2- and H2O2). Superoxide (O2-), and to a lesser extent H2O2, are 
highly reactive and biologically toxic. Aerobes, and a few anaerobes (Tally et al., 1977) produce 
SOD to convert O2 to H2O2 through dismutation (reaction 9). Almost all aerobes, and some 
anaerobes (e.g. Jennings et al., 2014), produce catalase, which converts H2O2 to less reactive O2 
and H2O (reaction 10).  
Superoxide Dismutase: 
 Previous studies found that SOD can increase (Cooper and, 1983; Garg et al., 2007; 
Powers and Miller, 2016), decrease (Teixeira et al., 1998), or have no effect on H2O2 production 
(Gardner et al., 2002). Gardner et al. (2002) made a simplified mathematical model to explain 
these variable results using available data (nearly all studies regarding SOD’s effects on H2O2 
have been in vivo or in vitro and limited data is available for natural waters). It is important to 
note that this model focused on explaining variations in results from in vivo and in vitro SOD 
studies. However, it is the best explanation available in current literature for the effects of SOD 
on H2O2 production on a larger scale (i.e. in natural waters). This model found that the change in 
H2O2 production when SOD is added depends on the relative rates of two O2--consuming 
pathways at normal SOD expression levels: those that form one or more molecules of H2O2 
through O2 reduction (v2) and those that do not form H2O2 (v3) (Gardner et al., 2002; Petasne and 
Zika, 1987) (pathways provided in Table 26). Dismutation produces ½ H2O2 molecule per O2- 
molecule consumed, whereas v2 produces 1 or more molecules and v3 produces no H2O2 (i.e. 
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H2O2 yield from a given pathway decreases as follows: pathway 2 > pathway 1 > pathway 3). 
SOD addition catalyzes dismutation (v1), shifting O2- consumption from v2 and v3 to v1. So, when 
v3  > v2 > v1 in an unaltered system, SOD addition will shift the relative pathway rates to v1> v3 > 
v2. This will increase overall H2O2 concentrations because pathway 1 produces more H2O2 per 
O2- molecule than pathway 3. Conversely, when v2 > v3 > v1 in an unaltered system, SOD 
addition will shift the relative pathway rates to v1> v2 > v3. This will decrease H2O2 
concentrations because pathway 1 produces less H2O2 per O2- molecule than pathway 2 (Gardner 
et al., 2002). So, as suggested by Liochev and Fridovich (1994) from in vitro studies, dismutation 
of O2- may compete with more efficient/higher yield pathways, thereby decreasing overall H2O2 
yield.  
  SOD addition increases H2O2 yield in most natural water systems (Powers and Miller, 
2016). However, it decreased H2O2 concentrations in hydrothermal waters (Table 19). So, v2 > v3 
before the addition of SOD in the hydrothermal waters studied (Gardner et al., 2002). Known 
O2- reduction pathways include dismutation and reactions with transition metals (Wuttig et al., 
2013) and/or CDOM (Heller and Croot, 2010). O2- decay likely occurs through multiple 
pathways simultaneously. However, the dominant O2- decay pathway in these hydrothermal 
waters is likely reactions with metals due to their high metal and low CDOM abundances 
(Wuttig et al., 2013). Similarly, the dominant O2- decay pathway in most natural waters is likely 
reactions with CDOC (Powers and Miller, 2016; Heller and Croot, 2010). Of course, O2- was not 
directly measured, but it can be predicted that the efficiency of O2- conversion to H2O2 may 
decrease as follows: reactions with transition metals > dismutation > reactions with CDOM. This 
conclusion, however, is based off Gardner et al. (2002)’s simplified model that does not take into 
account many variables.  
 Other factors that may influence SOD’s effect on H2O2 yield include photochemical 
efficiency, ionic strength, microbial assemblage, and physiological conditions among others 
(Powers and Miller, 2016; Petasne and Zika, 1987; Gardner et al., 2002). Of course, there are 
still many uncertainties surrounding the relationship between O2- consuming and 
H2O2 producing pathways, especially in natural waters due to limited data. Additionally, the high 
reactivity of O2- makes it difficult to measure the rates and products of various O2- decay 
pathways (Powers and Miller, 2016; Powers et al., 2015). So, further investigation is still 











Table 26: Superoxide Pathway Description 
Pathway 
Notation 
Description Rate Expression Pathway Example(s) 
v1 O2- dismutation by SOD v1 = k1[SOD][O2-] 2 O2- + 2 H+   SOD→  H2O2 + O2 (equation 9) 
 
v2 O2- reduction (reactions 
that form H2O2) 
v2 = k2[O2-] Includes reactions between O2- and [4Fe-4S]-
containing dehydrogenases, such as aconitase, 
and through chain reactions with thiols or 
hydroquinols, which may produce higher H2O2 
yields. 
v3 Non-H2O2-forming 
reactions that consume 
O2- 
v3 = k3[O2-] Includes backward reactions of O2- generation 
(reaction with ubiquinone), reactions of O2- with 
nitric oxide (equation 14), and cytochrome c3+ 
(equation 15). 
(14) NO + O2- → ONOO- (peroxynitrite) 
(15) 2 cytcoxid.. + 2 O2- → 2 O2 + 2 cytcred. 
v4 Overall rate of H2O2 
production 
v4 = v1 + v2 + v3 Gardner et al (2002) assumes steady state (i.e. 
rate of O2- production equals rate of 
consumption). 
All processes are assumed to follow pseudo first-order kinetics. All data in table was adapted from Gardner et al. 
(2002) and references therein. 
  








Table 27: SOD Summary 









Δ  H2O2 w/ SOD 
overexpression 
Elk Geyser ↓ ↑ rxns with metals4 v2  > v3 ↓ 
Alamath River3 ↑ ↓ rxns with CDOM2 v3  > v2 ↑ 
Comparison of low CDOM, relatively metal-rich hydrothermal waters to high CDOM, relatively metal-poor 
freshwater from 3Powers and Miller (2016). Dominant pathways were inferred from 2Heller and Croot (2010) and 
4Wuttig et al. (2013). Dominant products (i.e. H2O2 or others) were determined from 1Gardner et al. (2002)’s 
simplified model. Change in H2O2 production when SOD was added was determined by H2O2 measurements in this 
study and by Powers and Miller (2016). Note that this study used 20 kU L-1 SOD and irradiated waters for 4 hours, 
while Powers and Miller (2016) used 15 kU L-1SOD and irradiated waters for 1 hour.  
Catalase:  
 Catalase was the most efficient H2O2 degradation mechanism studied, but it likely has 
minimal influence on H2O2 concentrations in hydrothermal pools. Catalase protects cells from 
oxidative damage by degrading H2O2 into less reactive O2 and water (equation 10) and it has one 
of the highest enzymatic turnover rates and 1 catalase molecule can degrade millions of H2O2 
molecules per second under optimal conditions (vary based on the microorganism). This explains 
why H2O2 concentrations were below detection in all waters when catalase was added (Table 18). 
However, its less effective at high temperatures. Catalase is an intracellular enzyme located in 
peroxisomes. So, it does not effect extracellular H2O2 concentrations in natural waters unless 
microorganisms are abundant (e.g. coastal marine surface waters in Moffett and Zafiriou, 1990). 
Therefore, catalase is expected to have negligible impacts in natural hydrothermal waters due to 
their high temperatures and low microbial abundances. It does, however, increase cellular H2O2 
tolerance and catalase-positive microorganisms may be present in both Elk Geyser (e.g. possibly 
A. acidocaldarius; Goto et al., 2007) and Octopus Spring (e.g. Thermocrinis ruber of the 
Aquificales order; Huber et al., 1998 and Thermus aquaticus; Brumm et al., 2015). So, while 
catalase likely does not impact maximum H2O2 concentrations reached during peak UV, 




CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 H2O2 concentrations measured in acidic, metal-rich geothermal surface waters are 
comparable to those measured in other geothermal surface waters (Wilson et al., 2000a,b; Mesle 
et al., 2017). H2O2 concentrations corresponded to UV, confirming that ROS are primarily 
formed by photochemical reactions. More precisely, ROS are formed by photoreactions with 
CDOC in most systems. However, previous studies by Wilson et al. (2000a,b) showed that 
hydrothermal systems have low and variable DOC concentrations throughout the day that do not 
correspond with H2O2 concentrations. Instead, Fe cycling followed a diel pattern that 
corresponded with H2O2 concentrations. So, Wilson et al. (2000a,b) proposed that metal redox 
reactions are responsible for the majority of ROS formation in high temperature, metal-rich 
systems. If this is true, H2O2 formation should increase with Fe concentration, solubility, and 
photochemical reactivity. Experiments in this study confirmed this hypothesis as H2O2 formation 
was controlled by the concentration of photochemically active Fe species, physiochemical 
factors that determine Fe solubility, and the presence of potential Fe complexants. Therefore, 
these factors must all be taken into consideration when modeling ROS cycles in ancient and 
modern systems. Specifically, photochemical H2O2 formation rates increased when Fe3+ was 
added. PHREEQC advanced speciation modeling showed that the addition of F significantly 
decreased the amount of free Fe and increased the amount of photochemically inactive Fe-F 
complexes, which resulted in slower H2O2 formation. Furthermore, acidic waters (i.e. high Fe 
solubility) had faster formation rates compared to alkaline ones, even when Fe3+ was added in 
excess to both. These results show that photochemical metal redox reactions are, in fact, 
responsible for ROS formation.  
 Additionally, O2 levels on early Earth and Mars were far lower than they are today. 
Consequently, ROS were the primary oxidants at this time and, therefore, required to form 
oxidized Fe3+ in these reducing aqueous environments. Once Fe3+ is present, it has the potential 
to adsorb, or even bind to negatively charged Si-O cell surfaces. If CDOC were required to form 
abundant ROS, then these reducing environments would have very low biomarker preservation 
potential. However, ROS formation in these systems is controlled by photochemical metal redox 
reactions. Field studies show that these low O2 conditions facilitate higher H2O2 concentrations in 
acidic, Fe-rich hydrothermal surface waters, likely due to elimination of the Haber Weiss decay 
pathway (H2O2-consuming, oxygenic Fe reduction pathway). Therefore, H2O2 concentrations in 
low O2 waters on early Earth and Mars likely had higher H2O2 concentrations than those 
measured in modern analogs (although the impact of O2 on H2O2 formation is likely specific to 
water composition). So, assuming life was present in these low O2, acidic, Fe-rich conditions, 
rapid Fe2+ oxidation was possible and organic molecules had the potential to enter the rock 
record. Especially during peak UV flux when ROS were abundant. During this time, 
microorganisms may have even used Fe as a UV shield, laying the framework for Fe 
entombment upon cell death.  
 The highest H2O2 concentrations were measured in-situ in Elk Geyser, indicating that 
experiments did not fully replicate natural conditions. In-situ measurements were likely higher 
and responded more quickly to variations in UV flux because these waters were constantly 
replenished with reduced reactants from the spring’s groundwater-sourced vent. Consequently, 
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natural systems have a base rate of H2O2 production. This shows that while laboratory studies are 
necessary to isolate ROS formation and decay pathways in a controlled environment, they do not 
provide the full story and field studies are necessary to test if laboratory findings hold up in real 
world conditions.  
 Laboratory experiments show that soluble metal ions are primarily responsible for H2O2 
formation as previously hypothesized by Wilson et al. (2000a,b). They also show that metal-
bearing (Fe and Mn) particulates can contribute to H2O2 formation as well. Similarly, laboratory 
decay studies show that particulate matter plays a primary role in H2O2 decay, while soluble 
matter plays a secondary role. So, just as metals increase photochemical H2O2 formation rates 
under constant irradiation, they also increase H2O2 decay rates in dark and low light conditions. 
In other words, water types with the fastest photochemical H2O2 formation rates should also have 
the fastest dark H2O2 decay rates. 
 Results show that dark (non-photochemical) H2O2 formation reactions may be more 
important than previously believed. Dark formation reactions are poorly understood, but they 
likely involve biologic reactions, redox reactions with metals, and reactions between metals and 
natural organic matter (Yuan et al., 2017). These should be examined further as they could 
explain higher than expected H2O2 concentrations in metal-rich waters, especially those in 
transitional redox environments (oxic-anoxic interfaces) or those fed by groundwater (e.g. 
springs and wetlands).  
 Although this study focused on Fe as an ROS catalyst, data from Purple Pool suggest that 
Mn may be an important catalyst as well. Especially in near neutral to slightly alkaline 
conditions where it is more soluble than Fe. Mn may also serve as a catalyst in acidic 
hydrothermal systems despite slow redox reactions, as its oxidation is enhanced by high 
temperatures and mixing (Nijjer et al., 2000). Mn oxides should be studied further as they are 
ubiquitous in natural systems and little is known about their behavior in high temperature, acidic 
system. 
 SOD is known to decay O2 via dismutation to form H2O2. Previous studies have found 
that the addition of SOD increases H2O2 formation. However, this study found that SOD actually 
decreases H2O2 formation rates in hydrothermal waters. This indicates there are multiple 
pathways of O2 decay that vary in H2O2 yield. Specifically, O2 reduction through reactions with 
metals or unique CDOM in hot springs appear to be more likely to produce H2O2 compared to 
reactions with CDOC or other CDOM in freshwater and marine systems from previous studies. 
However, further studies and in-situ measurements of O2- and other ROS are necessary to 
confirm this hypothesis. 
 Better understanding the impact of Fe and other redox sensitive metals (Mn, As, etc.) on 
biogeochemical cycles and microbial evolution will help to identify biomarkers and pinpoint 
biotic structures in the ancient rock record of Mars and Earth. Furthermore, these redox sensitive 
metals are widely distributed in our environment due to their numerous industrial, domestic, 
agricultural, medical, and technological applications. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the 
controls on metal redox cycling for proper remediation. Additionally, Fe can catalyze ROS 
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generation and destroy organic contaminants found in landfill leachate and paper-mill 
wastewaters. 
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